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Research on parametric downconversion luminescence has been intensified recently providing 
remarkable tests of fundamental physics and revealing an appealing potentiality to  applica- 
t i cn i s   that could not be developed with classical fields. This short review sketchs the basics 
of the multi-mode theory for the phenomenon of down-conversion luminescence, discuss a 
fevv recent results and mentions some of the applications being envisaged. 

Introductioni 

In spontaneous parametric downconversion lumines- 
cence (PDC), a nonlinear second order process, one 

photon from a pump laser at frequency w p  - usually 
at U.V. frequencies - excites a. nonlinear crystal non- 

resonantly, in a virtual process. The crystal decays 
within a very short time (At -, O) of the excitation, 
due to this virtual character. The energy in the decay 

process can be converted into two simultaneous photons 

of energies wi and wsl. Due to energy and momentum 
conservation, f i u p  = hws + hwi and hkp = hk, + hki. 

These conditions establish that no energy or mo- 
mentum are taken by the crystal in the down-conversion 
process. However, the photon energies h, and hi, 
and their respective momenta are not uniquely defined, 

the only condition being on their constant sum. Con- 
sequently, submitted to  a stationary input of photons, 
the crystal produces a spetacular rainbow of colors as 
output. This rainbow can be easily seen with naked 
eyes at modest pump intensities. 

At low pump intensities, at  the instant of each pho- 

ton excitation of the crystal, no signal or idler pho- 
ton are present. The decaying processes can be con- 

sidered as produced by random vacuum field fluctua- 
tions and, within this view, that rainbow is seen as a 

visual manifestation of "amplification of vacuum quan- 

tum noise". Although the pumping laser photons may 
be highly coherent, the down-converted photons do n o t  

'The conventional indeses s and i stands for signal ancl idler, respectively. For historical reasons, the name signal is applied to the 
photon of lower ezergy in the pair but, indecd, either photon can be arbitrarily called signal or idler. 

carry this coherence. The spontaneous decay, at ran- 

dom times, produces the randomness among phases of 
different photon pairs. The decay, for a given wave- 
length, has the characteristics of a chaotic or thermal- 
like source, witli a Bose-Einstein photon probability dis- 
tribution p(n) .  Besides this chaotic character, an U.V. 
pump photon could have been converted to  any con- 
jugated pair, at  diRerent directions and random time 

instants. 

The energy and momentum constraints, at  the pho- 

ton source, establish strong temporal and spatial cor- 

relation properties between the signal and idler pho- 
tons. After being generated, strongly correlatecl, the 
propagating photon pair will carry informations on the 
correlations established a t  the source. These correla- 
tions, present at the far-field radiation, can be explored 
in many ways. Non-local properties can be used to 
check hypothesis on the non-existence of elements of 
the physical reality, in applications in the communica- 

tion field, in the construction of quantum interferome- 
ters and many other studies and applications, includ- 

ing low noise measurements with quantum microscopes, 
polarimeters, low noise spectroscopy, etc. 

This review is planned as follows: The first section, 
entitled Theoretical e l emen t s  of  t h e  parametr ic  down- 

convers ion luminescence,  gives the basic elements of the 

theory and intends to give a worlting knowledge to the 

reader. 
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The second section, RefEections of a single-photon in 
a cavi ty  shows a simple application of coincidence inea- 
surements on a pair of down-converted photons. Tlie 
third one, Induced coherence withotit st imulated emis-  
s ion ,  exposes a new phenomenon discovered by Manclel 
and co-authors where tests of coherence concepts cai1 
be broadly explored. This phenomenon cai1 be seeii as a 
new type of a double-slit Young experiment, where slits 
were substituted by active crystals. Tlie analogous in- 
terference to the Young experiineiit is liere produced by 
liglit emitted from tliese crystals. In a seiise, it opens 
nove1 study possibilities on the Young-slit experiineiit, 
so fundamental to  the analysis of classical and quan- 
tum interference phenomena. Aspects tliat influence 
tlie fringes visibility can be studiecl including basic as- 
pects of liglit-matter interaction. 

Tlie fourtli section, Visibi l i ty  control,  explores ways 
to cliange tlie visibility in tlie "incluced coherence witli- 
out stimulated emission" through changes in tlie idler 
heam connection path. Ways of clianging tlie visibil- 
ity are explored including a Berry's phase experirnent 
and a proposed experimental configuration to increase 
the visibility of fringes produced in experiinents with 
down-converted light. 

The fiftli section, Forced indistinguishabili ty i n  "in- 
duced coherence wi thout  stimtilated enzission", sliows 
a proposal to  maximize tlie visibility degree and tlie 
experimental clifficulties to  acliieve liigh values of tlie 
visibility. Tlie sixth section, Young  fringes and non-  
localized control of visibili ty,  explores a few ways to  a 
iion-local control of visibility of the interfereiice fringe 
patterns and its connection to  tlie "quantum-image" 
concept. The section "Beam-spl i t ters ,  cauities and 
s o m e  applications" introduces tlie basic "two-port" for- 
malism to deal with beam splitters and cavities and 
indicates, as an application, the idea of an active cavity 
desigiied to  manipulate the photon statistics generated 
iii tlie down-conversion process. 

Tlie final section, Conclusions ,  empha,sizes tlie rich- 
ness of this phenomenoii, and indicates applications iii 
tlie communication field, low noise measurements witli 

squeezed fields and the construction of widely tunable 
sources of non-classical light. 

I. Tlieoretical e lements  of the p a r a m e t r i c  down- 
conversion luininescence 

1.1 Multi-niode and single-mode theor ies  

The experimental facts on the parametr ic  down-  
conuersion lunzinescence (PDC) have to be explained 
including tlie simultaneous detection of conjugated pho- 
ton pairs. Theories takíng into account temporal de- 
tection of pulses, as in coincidence measurements, are 
multi-inode theories, due to  the necessity of construct- 
ing localized wave-packets. Single mode theories would 
predict an uniform time detection probability to find 
photons in the field - not the localized conjugated pho- 
tons detected iii coincidence measurements. Mande1 
ancl co-autli~rs[~] developed the basic multi-mode tlie- 
ory presented in this section which has been applied 
successfully by severa1 groups2. Of course, the interac- 
tion mechmism follows basic ideas formerly developed 
by Louisell and othersL3]. 

The inost common types of PDC are called types I 
and 11, wliere in type I the converted beams have po- 
larizations normal to  tlie polarization of tlie pump laser 
and in type I1 one beam has polarization normal to tlie 
pump beam and the other lias polarization parallel to 
it3. These solutions appear naturally as solutions to 
Fresnel's eq~at ions[~] .  

Fig. 1 sliows the basic setup for the detection of 
tlie signal-icller conjugatecl pair. Pinholes are used to 
define directions as well as to  help in the elimination 
of undesired light backgrounds. Pinholes are also spa- 
tia1 wavelengtli filters for the rainbow light, according 
to tlie relationships between wavevectors and down- 
coiiversion angles. Besides pinholes, interfereiice filters 

(AA 10, 100 A) are commonly used to  define tlie col- 
lected wavelength interval. 

2Comments on a non-ecluivdence between miilti-mode theories have been made by some authors. See, for example Ref. [Z]. 
3A third type may occiir whenever the birefringence is very high, ancl it is known as type 111. While a bit artificial in its dehition, 

with the convention w i  < wz < wg, tliese solutions[*] are arranged according the following table where o and e specifies ordinary and 
extraordinary polarizations, respectively. wi  and w2 are signal or idler frequencies and w3 is the laser frequency. 

[ Type 1 I I1 I11 ] 

w3 
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Figure 1. Basic setup for parametric down-conversion lumi- 
nescence: A laser of frequency wp and wavevector k p  excites 
a nonlinear crystal. k ,  and k ;  are the conjugated wavevec- 
tors "signal" cmd "idler" , such that k, = k ,  + ki and 
wp = w,  + W L  k, and k; are located in "cones" of frequency 
w, and w, . DifFerent conjugated pairs can be cliosen witliin 
these cones as long as energy and momentum conservation 
conditions are obeyed. The conjugated beams trajectories 
are marked by pinlioles. Interference filters Fs and F; are 
placed just before the detectors. O ,  and O; are tlie angles 
between each conjugated beam and tlie pump beam. 

How narrow could one define the collected wave- 

length intervals? In principie, no optical filter can 

be single-mode without violating ~ a u s a l i t ~ . [ ~ ]  However, 

bandwidths can be arbitrarily small without violating 

the limit imposed by causality. Although very narrow 

filtering could then be done, the signal to  noise ratios 

actually establish tlie practical limits in filtering. 

Even wheri dealing with very low photon counting 

rates, say, one or less than one photon per coherence 

time, the photon energy iiu cannot be known better 

than the precision given by the frequency bandwidth 

Aw of the narrowest filter utilized. Consequently, even 

with one photon present a single photon wavepacket has 

to be associated to  it. 

The wavepacket treatment is necessary to  deal 

with simultaneous or coincidence measurements be-' 

cause slight delays imposed between the two detectors 

may lead to  no coincidence between conjugated pho- 

tons. On tlie other hand, although single mode theo- 

ries give some basic results and insights into the PDC, 
they predict a uniform probability to  find a photon in 

either conjugated beam and, in this way, coincidence 

rates just show random coincidences, not adequate to 

experimental comparisons whenever time delays are in- 

volved. 

1.2 Hamiltonian weak nonlinear interaction 

Electric fields in the neighborhood of molecules or 

atoms can be quite intense, of order of a few volts per A,  
or N 10"/m. A pulsed laser may reach intense fields 

(a light power of 1 M ~ / m m ?  gives 3 x 107v/m) and 

can induce appreciable nonlinear effects. In tliis regime, 

inolecules are cleformed, say, in a reversible way4, be- 

yond Hooke's limit, or linear limit. 

CW lasers, of lower power (P = 100 mW in lmm2 

would give - 10' V/m), lead to  weak nonlinear effects 

and, consequently, first order terms in a perturbation 

theory will suffice to take care of these effects. In this 

case, tlie downconversion rate is also low, say an average 

number of photons (n) < 1 per coherence time. This 

is certainly a proper domain for a quantum treatment. 

In this range o£ weak fields the nonlinear medium 

polarization can be safely ~ r i t t e n [ ~ ]  as 

- - 

41~eversible deformations are associated with crystal damage, a non negligible factor in several experiments. 
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where X(l) and X(2) are the first and second order elec- 
trical susceptibilities. For crystals without inversion 
symrnetry centers5 , X(2) # O. 

The time dependence in the integrals show t>hat re- 
tarded effects could contribute to the polarization and 
a simple dependence on the position was written im- 
plying local responses as a simplification. 

Other simplifications are going to be considered, 
namely, low absorption and low dispersion at the in- 
volved wavelengths. The low dispersion means that the 
refractive index should not show appreciable variations 
around these wavelengths. 

Classically, the electromagnetic energy density in 
matter isL7] 

1 
u = -(D.E + B.H), 

2 (2) 
where D is the electric displacement vector and B is 
the magnetic field. 

Our choice is to write the main term, the lznenrone, 
of the electromagnetic energy explicitly in the Hamil- 
tonian, 

where VI is the interaction volume. Hats over a generic 
symbol designate quantum operators. 

The small nonlinear term will be written as a per- 
turbation 5 added to %o: 

1 Ê.PNL dr  = i LI &(r,  t )  L* Lm X(2)ijk(t', tll)Êj (r ,  t - t1)Êl(r,  t - t'l)dtldt" dr  (4) 

To quantize the electric fields, the classical amplitudes a will be substituted by operators â and the quantized 
field will be written as 

Ê ( r , t )  = Ê-(r , t )  + Ê+( r , t ) ,  

where 

and ek,s is the unit vector indicating mode polariza- 
tion, while âk,< is the anihilation operator and 

The quantization volume V appearing in the electric 

field, Eq. (6), is written V = AL, where A is the mode 
cross section and L its coherence length, that is to say, 
L = c - - 2 r c  

6v - 6w ' 

Substituting the electric field, Eq. (6), in 60 and 
A 

in the nonlinear part of the energy, written as V, it 
follows6 thatfl] 

' ~ h e  ~ o l a r  character of the ~olarization implies that, under inversion upon a symmetry center, P would be transfonned to -P. The 
second-arder polarizabili ty, depending on E2, implies that X(2) = O in these crystals. 

6 A  simplification of a uniform transverse cross-section illumination due to the pump laser is usually assumed. A more realistic 
dependence could be used, such as a gaussian profile for the laser beam. 
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with 

%O = c L.^' Jakj,sjakj,sj - 1 

kj,sj 
where j = 1 ,2 ,3  and 

where H.c. indicates the Hermitian conjugated of the first term and 

Note that .Lhe indexes 1, 2 and 3 are denoting signal, filters. A simple forrn for 9 is then obtained through 
idler and pump laser, respectively; sometimes along the the simplification of the sums on the wavevectors {k). 

paper the indexes s, i, and p will be used substituting Usually some absorption is present at the pump 
1, 2 and 3. laser wavelength but if this absorption can be neglected, 

1.3 Single-mode Hamiltonian and equations of 
motion 

A finite size crystal or, more precisely, a finite illu- 
minated region always imply in diffraction of the gen- 
erated luminescence. The term SvI e-i(k1+k2-k3).rdr 

A 

in V gives, in the limit of an infinite illuminated region, 
a Dirac delta7 forcing that kl + k2 = ks. In this way, 
the divergence of the conjugated beams are eliminated. 
While this is a enormous simplification, it is not real- 
istic for the size of crystals one normally deals with. 
Despite this, single-mode tlieories allow severa1 studies 
and its importance cannot be denied. A single mode 
approximatiori can be achieved neglecting divergences, 
and imply the utilization of idealized monochromatic 

the annihilation operator âkSIS3 for the pump laser pho- 
tons can be substituted by a classical amplitude v. The 
down-conversion process itself will drain energy from 
the pump laser beam but this loss is negligible com- 
pared with the pump beam energy within the same time 
span. 

With these simplifications this single mode Hamil- 
tonian will be indicated by $, . The interaction Hamil- 
tonian, 

A (.i')- ( " t )  
'J-í1= exp 2- %exp -zti , 

where â1 -+ â and â2 - b simplifies the notation and g adjoints can be obtained from the Heisenberg equations 
A 

includes parameters of the Hamiltonian 'H, Eq.(8). of motion 

d ,  A 

Equations of motion for the operators â, bt and their i i z a  = [i?, XI] , (1'4 
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and similar equations for the remaining operators. 
From the Hamiltonian one obtains 

d - A 

-ht(t) = iwb bt(t) + gveiwpt â( t) ,  
d t (13) 

and their adjoints. Tlie laser frequency is written as 
wo, with wo = wa + wg. A Laplace transform of these 
equations gives 

* 
(S + iw,) â(s) - gv bt(s + iwp) = â(0) 

A A 

- g v â ( ~ ) + ( ~ + i W ~ ) b t ( ~ + i ~ ~ ) = b t ( o ) ,  (14) 

and their inverse transform give 

â(t) = e-iwat [ cosli(g (v (t) â(0) + sinh(g (v (t) xt(0) 1 

One should note that no energy loss is included in 
these equations. The simplicity of these solutions al- 
lows straightforward calculations in severa1 cases. 

1.4 PDC - a squeezed light field 

A special character of this field can be seen through 
the quadrature components of the electric field for the 
signal and idler beams, written (see Ref. [8] as an ex- 
ample) as 

A 1 * 2 
Xi(t) E - [â(t)eiwt + ~ t ( t ) e - ~ ~ ~ ]  , and X2(t) - [â(t)eiwt - $(t)e-iwt] . 

Jz Jz (16) 

Substituting Eqs. (15) and their adjoint in these 
equations result in 

A 

and similar equations for the b components. 
These equations show that this field has a squeezed 

quadrature component[", a signature of a nonclassi- 
cal field. In principie, each quadrature coinponent can 
be explored by homodyne measurement~[~], taking into 
account the difference between counts from two detec- 
tors receiving a superposition of the downconverted and 

laser light . 
Quantum correlations between signal and idler can 

also be detected by direct subtraction of pulses between 
the idler and signal detectors[lO]. 

1.5 Non-locality of solut ions 

Anotlier interesting aspect of this field may be ob- 
tained by introduction of a linear combination of op- 
erators to show some characteristics of the solutions in 

* 
some special cases of our Hamiltonian ' H I ,  Eq. (11). 
For example, the combination 

gives a matrix form for the symmetrized Hamiltonian 

where 

- A& - (wa f wb) 
4 .  

As a simple case, one can look a t  the degenerated case w, = wb or A- = O. Tlie Hamiltonian is decoupled in 
two blocks, indicating the existence of eigenvect.ors or eigenfunctions involving either ?+ or E ,  independently: 
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Solutions with ê+ or 2. refer to  signal and idler 
beam togethei: that,  after being generated, rnay prop- 
agate in two distinct regions of space. These solutions 
carry information on the entanglement occurred at the 
source, in the sense that any expected value brings 
the information non-locally, because this inforrnation 
is contained i11 tlie wavefunction predicting tliose val- 
ues. Consequently, if one injects the signal and idler 
beams, for example, into separated optical fibers or op- 
tical guides, the information on tlie original entangle- 
ment will be carried non-locally along the whole fiber 
length. 

Severa1 applications in communication theory have 
been proposed based on this n o n - l o ~ a l i t ~ [ ~ ~ ] .  Studies on 
the non-existente of certain "elements of the physical 
reality" have also profited of these peculiar conjugatecl 
light beams8. 

1.6 Wavefunct ion i n  the nu inbe r  basis  

The evolution of states giveil by tlie single-mode 
Hamiltonian $i, can be written, in the interaction rep- 
resentation, by Itjr, a solution of the equation of motion 

wliere $1 = fi(GâtTt + c.H.), and G includes param- 
eters of the Hamiltonian given by Eq. (8). Given tlie 
wavefunction in t = 0, the wavefunction in t = tint is 

where i = -iGtint and the ket (n, = O, ni = O > repre- 
sents tlie initial state in the number basis. tint defines 
tlie interaction time between the laser photons and the 
crystal, from t = O to t = tint or, equivalently, from 
t - tint to t .  

The parametric down conversion occurs witliin a 
very short time interval after the crystal excitation by 
the pump laser. However, these time intervals are at 
random, characteristic of spontaneous emissions. This 
implies that at  the excitation instant, no signal or idler 
photons are present. In other terms, the decaying pro- 
cess is said to occur from the vacuum. In a continu- 
ous (CW) operation, these processes will be continually 
repeatecl

g 
. h - h* 

Applying tlie evolution operator e( 
at bt-(*a b to 

10,O) one obtains[14] 

1.7 Pl io ton  s tat is t ics ;  m i x t u r e s  

With this wavefunction, Eq. (21), one could cal- 
culate, for example, tlie probability to  obtain n signal 
photons and n idler photons in tlie down-conversion 
process as 

(sinh2 ICl)n 
p(n, n)  r p(n) = ( (n ,  nl()12 = (~echJ<1)~  (tanh = 

(1 + sinh2 ICI)'*l' 

* ~ y  n o n - e s i s t e n e e  of "elements of the physical reality" it is understood that only when the m e a s u r e m e n t  operation is performed a 
certain quantity is specified. No physical meaning being assigned, say, to a photon polarization or spin components before the mea- 
surement is done 1121. Classical physics relies on the assumption of a physical reality independent of any measurement performed, a 
position opposite to the one taken by quantum mecha~cs .  See Ref. [13] on existent loop holes in experiments with cascade sources and 
two-photon experiments aimed to test quantum-mechanics. 

'The downconvertedpower a i  frequency w is Pd = (n)& , where (n) is the average number of photons within a coherence time -rc. 

Pd N I O - ~ W  for (n) N 1 and 7, N 10-14s. With a crystal conversion efficiency of l V l 2  N 10-1°, this value of Pd would be obtained 
with a purnp power of Pl = fi N lo5W. CW lasers are well below this value and, consequently, (n) << 1 within a coherence time. 

This justifies the assumption of no signal and idler photons present a t  the excitation times. 
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This statistical distribution probability is a Bose- 
Einstein distribution for photon emission with random 
pliases, similar to a thermal emission. T o  malte this 
more apparent, the average number of photons (n) can 
be calculated within a coherence time1': 

(n) = sinh2 [(I. (26) 

resulting in the traditional form of the Bose-Einstein 
distribution 

The spontaneous down-conversion sliows a Bose- 
Einstein statistical distribution for photon counting; 

however, some other experimental arrangements may 

reveal different distributions. For example, througli 
alignment of an auxiliary laser along tlie icller path (or 

signal path) and with identical wavelength as tthe idler 

(or signal) one, idler (or signal) decay will be stimulated 
by the laser field. As the energy conservation is lrept 
through signal and idler photons, the conjugated signal 

(or idler) beam will be equally stimulated. One could 
ask about the statistical characteristics of the emerging 
signal and idler photons[15] and its depenclence on the 

intensity of the auxiliary laser beam. 

The wavefunction is calculated as before, from 

It >E I(' >= exp It = O )  E ,(38t-i*28 12=0>. 

(28) 
The difference now is that the initial state, in t = O,  

is ) O ,  v) = )O)lv), where v represents the coherent ampli- 
tude of the auxiliary laser beam. The coherent state[16] 

(v), defined by e'lv) = v Iv), is 

For a strong auxiliary laser, and lvI2 » 1, the ap- 
A 

proximation b -i v can be safely used and the op- 

erator exp(<ât e't - <*â,e') is then approximated by 
exp(6 â t  - S* â), where S = (v*. 

Baker-Hausdorff's lemma l1 [18], applied to  tliis op- 

erator gives 

A simple result is then acliieved 

giving the product of two coherent states12 and, conse- 
quently, the Poissonian statistics associated with these 

states. 111 the case of an arbitrary amplitude for the 
auxiliary laser beam, the problem is more complex, in- 
volving the classical problem of ordering the photon op- 
erators to  achieve easier calculation forms. Of course, 

A 

series expansion of the operator exp((ât - (*â b) can 

be always done up to any desired practical order. 

p(n, n) can be also found from wavefunctions in 
closed solution given in recurrence form. The follow- 

ing recurrence[17] is an example of this approach ap- 
plied to the case I ( )  = exp((ât gt - c*â g) 10) lv) (The 
reader may be challenged to write this result in terms 
of Itnown functions and to obtain the resulting photon 

distribution probability!): 

where W = sinh2 I < / .  The above series, in the righit hand side, has the form 

(n )  = sinh2 /(I . 

l l lf  operators A e B have the commutator C, [A,  B] = C , and if A and B c o m u t e  with C, then eAtB = eAeBe-C/2. 
" ~ h e  resulting photon statistics for a coherent state [v)  is given by the magnitude squared of (nlv), or, p(n) 3 l(nlv)I2 = 

e(-Iu12) l ~ 1 ~ " / n ! ,  that is a Poisson distribution for the number of photons n and average photon number (n )  = lvI2. 
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where 

fs = 1 , and f6 = (n + 1)fi '-i and fzk = fEl I, + (n + 1) (m + + 1) f?+i ~ u - I  (33) 

The photon statistics associated with this general case 
is more complicated but it reduces to the Poisson case 
for Ivl » 1 and to the Bose-Einstein case for v * 0. 
Measurements have not yet been done to  verify tliese 
predictions. Anyway, this is a very difficult experi- 
mental problein due to the necessity of establishing a 
narrow bandwidth such that the coherence time of the 
wavepackets is long enough to be accessible by con- 
ventional electronics - p(n) measurements have to be 
performed within sampling times sliorter than the co- 
herence times. A furtlier complication is tliat severa1 
modes may be present, depending on the geometry 
used, and the statistics tend to become Poissonian due 
to the independence of their phases. 

1.8 Multi-mode wavefunction 

Multi-mode solutions are a necessity for many 
studies including coincidence measurements where 
wavepackets of finite size have to be defined. The time 
dependent Harniltonian, Eq. (a), lias a series solution 
for the w a v e f u r i c t i ~ n [ ~ ~ ~ ~ I  

(34) 
Each term in this expansion can be calculated in a 
straiglitforward manner although this process becomes 
quite tedious after the first terins. However, the first 

(bw) 

W i  W a  w3 

~ 4 ~ 3 )  l l W l )  l l w 2 )  -+ 

term to be calculated is the dominant one whenever 
the pump beam is weak. Simple integrals are used in 
the development of this expression as, for example, (see 

Eq.(9)): 

where r0 is the origin of coordinates, that can be taken 
as r0 = O;  l j  indicate the sizes of illuminated region in 
the three orthogonal directions. This function shows 
that an increase in the size of the illuminated region 
gives a better definition of the downconverted light 
wavevector or, in a rough picture, the cone angular 
tliickness, or divergence, in Fig. 1 is decreased. 

Another integral occurring in the development of 
the wavefunction is 

where Cl = w i  + w2 - wg. The finite integration time 
tint shows that the SZ values are within C2 r / t i n t i  

With these integrals the calculation of It) leads di- 
rectly to 
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This wavefunction, explicitly developecl up to  first 
order terms in number of photons, represents tlie pro- 
cess of down-conversion luminescence and contains the 
basic ingredients to  the prediction and iiiterpretation of 
a quite large number of effects. 

The substitution Ck -+ C, in tlie development 
( w )  

of tlie wavefunction was made implying the simplifica- 
tion of a mutual correspondence k(w) ++ w. While 
otlier relationships may be necessary, this approxima- 
tion is adequate for many of the cases treated in this 

review and, whenever necessary, other approaches will 
be indicatecl. The following notations were also usecl: 

l(wj), Eq. (7), was rewritten as 

where woj are the central frequency associated witli the signal aiid idler luminescences and pump beam. These 
central frequencies obey the energy conservation wol + w02 = ~ 0 3  For example, for a single-frequency laser 

W 0 3 ,  tlie signal and idler frequencies a,re related by (woi +w)+(wO2 -w) = W 0 3 ,  tliat is to  say, w imply balanced 

deviations witli respect to tlie central frequencies. 

The spectral density function 4(wl, w2; wa) 4(wo1 + w, wo2 - w; wo3) specifies tlie distribution of frequencies 

emitted from the crystal. It can be normalized['] with the condition 2nSw C,  14(wol +w, w02 - W; w03)I2 = 1. 
The explicit form of 4 is: 

where N is the normalization factor. 

17 includes several parameters connec.ted with tlie efficiency of tlie down-conversion process: 

In particular, 17 contains the field amplitudes I, that is to say, tlie luminescence depends parametrically on 
the field amplitudes and on tlie electrical susceptibility ~ ( ~ 1 .  Extensive research lias been dedicated to find 

crystals with improved coefficients X(2)  

This paper explores a few possibilities contained in 

this wavefunction. Longitudinal coherence properties 

liave been studied in several papers but, only recently, 

transverse coherence properties have started to be taken 

into consideration. 

Energy and momentum entanglements are explic- 

itly contained in this wave function, bringing non- 

localization properties naturally into scene. Polariza- 

tion entanglements have also been constriictecl in sev- 

era1 experiments, and it has been proposed that direct 

polarization entaiiglement can be foiind along special 

propagation directions of the t~in-beams[~O], opening 

other paths to be explored. 

1.9 Plioton counting r a t e s  

The detection probability of a photo-electron in a 

detector of area A, placed at r ,  between t and t + clt, is 

[16,211 

R(r ,  t)dt - alcAdt (E(-)(r, t )  ~ ( + ) ( r ,  t ) )  , (41) 

where a' is the detector efficiency and the sym- 

bol average include both classical and quantum aver- 
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ages. The electrical field can be written such that 

(E(-)(r, t )  E(.+)(r, t ) )  gives tlie counting rate per sec- 

ond, that is to  say, number per second and not energy 

per second. 'Tliis is achieved rewriting the electrical 

field as 

where T is the transit time from the source to the de- 

tector. 

Tlie plioton counting rate will be 

R(r ,  t )  = a ( ~ ( - ) ( r ,  t) E(+)(r ,  t ) )  , (43) 

where a = a'& is the effective detector efficiency and 

A, is the coherence area of the light field. 

Tlie quantum average performed with the wavefunc- 

tion It) followed by tlie classical average on tlie laser 

field lead to13 

R( r , t )  = a (tl E(-)(r , t )  ~ ( + ) ( r , t )  (t)  = a (Ip) , (44) 

where ( I p )  is the intensity, in average number of pho- 

tons per second of the pumping laser, multiplied by 

tlie crystal conversion efficiency l V l 2 ,  giving the down- 

converted number of photons per second. 

With Eq. (44) it is easy to obtain a condition to 

have a weak pumping laser: 

Whenever this condition is satisfied the expansion 

in Eq.(37) can be safely truncated in the first order in 

the number of photons. 

1.10 Pl io ton  coincidence r a t e  

The conditional detection probability to have a sig- 

na1 plioton at r, at the instant t and an idler photon at 

ri, at t + r is also directly calculated, leading to 

However, the coincidence electronics associated with 
fast detectors lias a finite resolution time TR above 
which individual pulses can be identified14 or it will 

be able to distinguish non-coincident pulses. To ob- 

tain the coincidence rate, an integral over TR have to 
be performed on R,,i to  achieve the coincidence rate 

cs,i(t):  

I 

In a stationary regime this leads to  

This last expression reveals that tlie coincidence 

rate is proportional to  the single intensity count, an 

expected result as a coincident pair will give a single 
coincidence count. 

In case of uncorrelated photons, Eq. (46) will give 
the product of the correlation of the signal and idler 

131n this calcula.tion the substitution Sw EU + Sdn was made and the following Diricklet integral was used 

The average laser intensity, in (c/s) , (Ip), is given by 2 EU (v(w)  12. This quantity is identified with the number of photons arouncl 

wp within a coherence time given by 6t = E. 
l 4 ~ h e  detector itself has a fhite resolution time due to the flight time of photo-electrons. Two photons reaching the detector within 

this interval will be seen as the sarne event. High counts can present severe distortions due to this "pile-up" effect. 
1 5 ~  signature of accidental count rate in any theoretical expression is the simple proportionality dependence on SR. 
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fields, leading to tlie accidental count ra.te G1" 

However, correlated photons as well as uncorrelated 
photons can be detected witliin a measureinent time in- 
terval. A useful quantity, where accidental coincidences 

are subtractecl, is callecl relative coincidence excess X E ,  
being defined by 

11. Reflections of a single p h o t o n  i n  a cavity 

Consider tlie basic geometry illustrated in Fig. 1. 
For a low intensity pump tlie condition (n) < 1, within 
a coherence time, is easily achieved. Tlie coliere~ice time 
that defines tlie time overlap between sigilal a.nd idler 

wavepacliets, in a coincidence measurement, is given by 
the broader frequency bandwidtli filter usecl bcfore the 

detector. Usual iiiterference filters have bandwidths of 

order - 100 A and tiiis gives packets of order - 5 ,um. 

However, the overall dead-time introduced by the de- 
tection system is a few nanoseconds and this establishes 

the minimum pulse definition in time. 

Suppose that a Fabry-Pérot (FP) is introduced and 
aligned in one of tlie downconverted beains, say the 
idler beam, (See Fig. 2). In case a photon in the sig- 

na1 beam is used as a s tnr t  to "time" tlie arrival of 

the conjugated idler photon, one could aslc how long it 

would talte to get the idler photon after passing througl-i 
tlie FP cavity. In other words, for a signid photon ar- 

riving at instant t ,  wl-iat is the probability t,o get the 

idler photon at t + T? Calculation of Eq. (46) i11 sec- 

tion I, Rs,i(r,, t ;  ri, t + r) 5 a, ai G ( ~ S ' ) ( ~ )  supplies 
the answer. The calculation of the correlation function 
G ( ~ ~ ~ ) ( T )  = (tI E,(-)(r,, t )  Ei(-)(ri, t + r )  Ei(')(ri,t + 
r )  ES(+)(rs, t )  It) is developed in Ref. [22], and a siinple 
answer is obtained as 

03 

G ( ~ ' ~ ) ( T )  = C 7'4n2 I X ~ ( T  - h m + l  1' , (51) 
m=O 

where r is the FP cavity's mirror reflection coefficient 
and xo(t) is the Fourier transform of the spectral func- 

tion 4. 

argon ion 
u. v. iaser lens 
m 

U. v. 
fiiler 

delay 
line 

Figure 2. Experimental setup for detection of a conjugated 
beam after passing througli a Fabry-Pérot cavity. Detector 
D2 sends a stcirt pulse that will be followed by a stop pulse 
from detector DI after some delay time. 

The experimental result is shown by the dots in Fig. 

3 and the theoretical prediction is given by tlie solid ver- 

tical lines. Tlie large width of the experimental peaks 

actually represents the instrumental dead-time. One 

can see that the experimental results also shows faster 

decaying pealis than the theory; the explanation for 

this fact is tliat the theory is not consiclering the ex- 

isting clivergence of tlie idler beam but only the decay- 

ing probability to Iiave a photon transmitted along the 

time. 

-20 -10 O 1 O 20 30 40 50 
relative delay (ns) 

Figure 3. coincidence counts versus tlie delay time. Tlie 
origin is set at the first photon pass throngli tlie cavity. 
Subsequent. pulses are secdnd, third photon pass, and so on. 
Time between passes is 8.5 ns, a round-trip pass within a 

1.275 m long cavity. 

The interpretation of the experimental result of a 

series of pealís is that the first pulse is connected with 

a successful photon transmission in its first pass by the 

FP cavity, the second one shows a successful transmis- 

sion after reflections by tlie output mirror and the input 

mirror in time 2 x r l ,  where r1 is the cavity transit time, 

and so on. 

This experiment shows the effect of the cavity in- 

serted along a broad frequency wavepacket: The cavity 
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defines a mucli narrower frequency bandwidth ancl, con- 

sequently, increases the coherence time at the ouput. 

This longer coherence time is reflected in tlie envelope 

of the pealis - one doesn't linow in each peak a photon 

will be detected within that envelope. 

111. Induced  coherence w i thou t  s t imula ted  emis- 

s ion 

Tlie understanding that the coiicepts of degree 

of coherence in optics and degree of indistinguisha- 

bility of light paths are, in reality, identical con- 

cepts, may simplify our comprehension of many plie- 

nomena. This r e l a t i o n ~ h i ~ [ ~ ~ I  is supported by sev- 

era1 recent e ~ ~ e r i m e n t s [ ~ ]  using parametrically down- 

converted light. The phenomenon of induced coherence 

witho~it stimulated emission, with no classical coun- 

terpart, has been one of tlie experimental grounds on 

which that relationsliip has been tested using down- 

convertecl ligh t .  

Figure 4. Basic outline of tlie experiments. NLI  ancl N12 
are the two X2 nonlinear crystals pumped by tlie two clas- 
sical field amplitudes and Vz. Signal beams Si ans S2 
are superposed on the beam splitter BSo and collected by 
detector D,. Idler beams are collected by detector D;. 

Tliis phenonienon refers to experiments showing 

interference between the signal beams spontaneously 

emitted by two crystals when their idler conjugate 

beams are collinearly superposed and the path followed 

by tlie detected signal photon cannot be identified. The 

basic geometry utilized in those experiments is shown 

in Fig. 4. Severa1 alignment pinholes used after the 

crystals are not shown. Tlie idea is that the alterna- 

tive routes of tlie signal photons cannot be identified 

by measurements and, consequently, they are indistin- 

g~iishable in principle - that is why tlie interference ap- 

pears. (The reader could try to devise a measurement 

to identify tlie plioton route without destroying tlie vis- 

ibility). The degree of visibility achieved in these ex- 

periments plays a crucial role in the understanding of 

that phenomenon; a special characteristic is that the 

visibility is not dependent on the intensity of the idler 

beam inducing coherence. 

The interference is measured varying the position 

of tlie BSo beam-splitter using a piezo-electric transla- 

tion stage. A typical interference pattern is shown in 

Fig. 5. Displacement calibration can be done with a 

laser of known wavelength. A single mode laser beam 

split by a 50150 beam splitter was used to  pump the 

two crystals16. The theoretical visibility of the inten- 

sity correlation can be calculated in a straightforward 

mannerL1] and it gives 

where (Il) and (12)  are the average pump laser in- 

tensities, and I r l 1 J z  and ( ~ 7 2 ( ~  are the down-conversion 

efficiencies for each crystal. y12 is the second or- 

der cross-correlation function of the pump beams and 

y, (r0 + r 2  - TI) is tlie normalized auto-correlation func- 

tion of the down-converted signal light. 71, r 2 ,  and 

r 0  are, respectively, the optical propagation times from 

crystal 1 to bea.m-splitter BSo along the signal 1 path, 

from crystal 2 to  beamsplitter BSo along tlie signal 2 

path, and from crystal 1 to crystal 2 along the idler 1 

patli. 

When the interferometer path lengths are balanced 

with respect to the longitudinnl coherence of the down- 

converted beams, TO = r l - r 2 ,  then J Y s ( r o + ~ 2 - ~ l ) J  = 1. 

The coherence length of the pump laser beam is such 

that l y121~ l .  A large visibility should then be expected 

in the experiments when (17112(~i) = lr12(2(12). 

The two crystals can be seen as analogous to the 

two slits in a Young experiment. Any means that 

might change the indistinguishability of the idler pho- 

tons coming from crystal 1 or crystal 2 will affect the 

resulting visibility obtainecl from interference fringes 

1 6 ~  single mode pump laser is not necessary for these experiments. 
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formed with tlie signal photons. libr example, a drastic 

blocking of the idler beam from crystal 1 before it reachs 

crystal 2 destroys immediately the interference pattern 

between the signal beams; for example, a coincidence 

measurement between Ds and Di woulcl gua,rantee tliat 

crystal 2 is the source of the photon pair - the photon 

path becomes dis t inguiskable!  

L 

f / \ 
- I \ 

1 \ 

- \ I \ I \ 

' a  , I \ I \ 
\ 

- \  I ' +  
- L' 

50 1 O0 150 200 
Piezo Voltage (V) 

(Relat ive  dispiacernent) 

Figure 5. A typical interfereiice pattern obtained in coiii- 
cidence measiirements witli colliiiearly aligned idler beams. 
Measiired visibility .9 is 69%. 

It is important to note that tlie visibility control can 

tlie fourth order or coincidence visibility t9 were never 

appreciably above 70%. How to explain this mismatch 

between the theoretical prediction and the experimen- 

tal values? As a new phenomenon under study, some 

effort has to be made towards this understanding. 

It was f o ~ n d [ ~ ~ I  that those reduced values of tlie 

visibility can be explained, in a heuristic way, apply- 

ing the ideas of induced t ransver se  degree of coherence 

and tlie degree of transverse spat ia l  over lap between the 

two aligned beams. These two ideas will be shown sep- 

arately, for clarity, and combined afterwards. 

111.1 Tl ie  " induced t ransverse"  deg ree  of coher- 

ence  

Tlie spontaneously emitted down-converted light 

lias a very short coherence time t ,  (< 10-13sec), cor- 

responding to a short coherence length I ,  (< 5 ,um). 

Tlie emitted light from the crystal will be idealized as 

a superposition of light emitted from uncorrelated thin 

crystal slabs of thickness I,. The separation R between 

tlie crystals 1 and 2 along the aligned connection path 

is such that 1, < R. Fig. 6 shows two slabs separated 

by a distance R and emitting collinearly aligned light. 
be done wi thou t  intensity changes in the signal beams, 

or in its frequency spectral density. The control of visi- crystai 2 slab 

bility between two beams is of interest to several areas 

as optical communicatioii, optical computing aild iiite- 

grated optics. The control mechanism in this case is ------ 
purely quantum inechanical, with no classical analog. 

Besides a practical interest associated with this effect, 

one should not underestimate tlie basic study of the 

phenomenon itself. 

The visibility could also be drastically reduced, of 

course, by an incorrect alignment of tlie idler beams 

througli the second crystal or of tlie signa,l beains at 

the interferometer beam ~ ~ l i t t e r [ ~ ~ ~ ,  or even due to ther- 

mal or mechanical instabilities, as in any interferoine- 

ter. Anyway, in a11 experiments the overall conditions 

are controlled so tliat one is close to an ideal case. 

However, even with a strict control of a11 tliese con- 

ditions, and with no time delays or losses in the idler 

1 beam path connection, the mea.sured visibilities are 

found to be well below the ideal value of 1 in several 

experiments that were performed under non-identical 

geometries, pinhole arrangements etc. The values of 

Figure 6. Emittiiig slabs iii crystals 1 and 2. Collinearly 
aligned idler beams are sliown. R is the separation betweeii 
tlie two crystals and Ba,, is the l / e 2  divergence of tlie down- 
converted liglit . 

Wliile signal photons emitted from crystal 1 and 

crystal 2 have intensities (Isi) = 1q112(Il) and (Is2) = 
1172 1 (12)~ tlie measured coincidence visibility will be de- 

termined by tlie fraction of emitted photons from crys- 

tal 2 correlated with respect t o  the idler photons from 

crystal 1. Tlie correlated fraction of tlie signal beam 

from crystal 2, with a def in i te  phase relationship with 

tlie signal beam from crystal 1, will produce interfer- 

ente. 
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Although not being isotropic emitters, each slab in a stationary state, is given by the wave e c p a t i ~ n [ ~ ~ ]  

will be further idealized as a finite thermal-like source 

composed of spatial incoherently emitting points. Tlie 1 d2I' v a 2 r - - - = o ,  
c2 d r 2  (53) 

idler light emitted by each slab of crystal 1 will have 

a second order correlation function r (P1 ,  P2, t i ,  ta) = where (Y = 1 , 2  and T = ta - t l .  The solution 

( E i - ( r i ,  t i )E i+(Pz ,  tz)), between any two points PI of this equation is known for the case of a quasi- 

and P g  on a similar slab of crystal 2. See Fig. 7. The monochromatic, incoherent source and is expressed by 

propagation of the correlation function r ( r i ,  r a ,  t ~ ,  t2), tlie classical Van Cittert-Zernike t h e ~ r e m [ ~ ~ ] ,  

wliere p = -2p and q = 9 are associated with 

points P l , P 2  on a slab of crystal 2. ki and wi  specify 
the wavevector amplitude and angular frequency of tlie 
idler light. lvl l 2  is the down-conversion efficiency and 

Il(e,C) is the pump intensity in the slab of crystal 1, 
that will be idealized as spatially uncorrelated. In tliis 

case, the coherence area at crystal 2 of light emitted by 

a circular slab in crystal 1 can be estimated from the 
first zero of the normalized correlation f~nction[ '~] 

giving a coherence area 

where QO is the l / e2  radius of the pump beam and is 
assumed to be the same at each crystal. Tlie fraction 
f of this area to the slab source area at crystal 2, given 

by A2 = npo2, is 

For typical values of tlie parameters R E 25 cm, S 

.035cm and Ai Z ~ ~ o o A ,  this gives f E 0.24. Conse- 

quently, withiii the total intensity 11121~1~ produced by 

crystal 2, onlj. the fraction flv21212 would have orig- 
inated within one coherence area of tlie light emitted 

from crystal 1. Eq. (52) can then be modified to in- 

clude this fraction f ,  

c v crystai 2 slab 
cryslal 1 slab 

I 

Figure 7. Geometry used to calculate the first order corre- 
lation function for the signal light from crystal 1 between 
points Pi and Pz over a slab of crystal 2. 

Even under ideal alignment conditions with l y 1 2 1  = 
(y,( = 1 and (71 I2(1l) = (q2I2(I2), this gives 

that is to say, 29 Y 79% is an upper bound on the exper- 

imental visibility if only the transverse coherence plays 

a role. 

111.2 Degree  of over lap  be tween  the two  id le r  

beams.  Combined  cor rec t io i~s .  

Under ideal conditions of collinearly aligned idler 

beams, while any increase in tlie distance R between 

crystal 1 and crystal 2 leads to  a desirable increase in 

the coherence area fraction of idler beam 1 over crystal 

2, as shown by Eq. (56), the overlap between the source 

area in crystal 2 and the total idler beam emitted by 
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crystal 1 decreases. (See Fig. 6). This decrease in the Displacement 0f BS, in nrln 
200 400 600 800 1000 

overlap leads to an increased distinguishability of the 

two beams, as one could see by placing an imaginary 
e 
Q 
O detector with a very srnall aperture in the idler path 8o0 

immediately after crystal 2. It would then be possible, L 

in principle, to identify a fraction of the liglit coming 8, 600 
with certainty from crystal 1. a!' 

01 
400 

The ratio r of the source area, (aeo2), on crystal 2 a 
to the idler emission area from crystal 1 projected on 

crystal 2, = a(pO + R%div)2, gives the iiidistin- 
.? 200 
c> 
E 

guishable fraction of light, O . . u 
O L 2 3 4 5 6 

Phase in multiples of n 

r = e0  (60) Figure 8. Single channel interference fringes in a typical 
(QO + Rodiv )2 ' PZT sweep (From Wang et al, in Ref.(l)). 

where Bdiv is the divergence angle of idler 1. 
Imperfections such inadequate anti-reflective coat- 

~ h i ~  ratio r w i ~ l  further modify the expression for ing on crystal 1 and crystal 2 would further reduce the 

the visibility given by Eq. (58) because signal 1 photons measured visibility. Extreme care has to be taken in 

corresponding to the distinguishable portion of the idler an experiment to bring tlie conditions close to the ones 

1 beam will not take part to induce coherence. Combin- "pposed in the theory. 

ing these corrections, the upper bound for the visibility 

will then be 
111.3 Other quest ions 

The experimental paraineters for the data shown in Fig. 

5 give f E 0,24 and r E 0.6 (Odiv i .4 mrad). With 

these values, Eq. (61) gives 29 E 0.67; this agrees within 

the uncertainties with the experimental value of visibil- 

ity shown in Fig. 5, where 19 E 0.69 f 0.09. 

While this expression explains what is causing the 

low values of the visibility one cannot improve 29 ar- 

bitrarily. For example, to increase the ~eparat~ion be- 

tween the two crystals R such that the coherence area 

is much larger than the illuminated region in crystal 2 
will not improve the visibility too much and tlie frac- 

tion f will be further decreased. It should be noted 

that single channel interferences shows an even lower 

degree of visibility. (See Fig. 8). 

The modifications introduced in the expression for 

tlie visibility by these heuristic arguments lead to a rea- 

sonable agreement witli the experiment. Besides this 

explanation, some questions could be forwarded, like: 

How one could improve the visibility degree or, in other 

words, how to increase tlie degree of indistinguishability 

between the idler beams? Another question concerns 

the basic understanding of the physical mechanism es- 

tablishing the phase correlation between the two sig- 

nals at the leve1 of the crystal 2 emission. The process 

leading to ali induced phase relationship between the 

signal beams from crystal 1 and 2 has a subtle charac- 

ter, as the emission from crystal 2 is spontaneous and 

yet, soinehow, it is connected with the idler emission 

from the crystal 1. An important point to be observed 

is that the degree of visibility do not depend on the 

number of photons in the idler connection, even a very 

low photon number rate may lead to the same degree 

of visibility of more intense beams. 
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IV. Visibility coiitrol 

Since the crystal 2 decays spontaneously one sliould 

understand what is tlie pliysical meclianisin tliat 10clis 

the phase of the signal beams from crystal 1 and crystal 

2. It was sliown tliat a blocking of tlie idler 1 destroys 

the interference between tlie signal beams althougli tlie 

intensity of tliese beams are not affectecl by modifica- 

tions introduced in the idler path. coincidence mea- 

surements taken between detector D, ancl a detector 

Di placed after crystal 2 along tlie idler beams would 

show coincidence oiily between plioton pairs emitted 

from crystal 2; in this way tlie signal plioton patli can 

b e  identified. The degree of distinguisliability is there- 

fore maximurri and the cohereiice between sigiial 1 and 

signal 2 disappears. 

A partia1 blocking of the idler connective path, such 

a s  done by a neutral density filter, also leads to  a de- 

crease in the visibility['I. This decrease is related iiot 

to tlie lower iiitensity of tlie idler beam after tlie neu- 

tral filter but to  the increased degree of distinguisha- 

bility introduced by that filter: A similar coincideiice 

measurement taken between detector D, and detector 

Di would show a decreasing coincideiice rates as tlie 

neutral filtering is increased; tliis sliows an increased 

distinguishability of tlie signal beains and, eveiitually, 

becomes a ma,ximum when tlie filter bloclts 100 % of 

the idler beam from crystal 1. 

Tlie study of the phase mechanism locking the sig- 

na1 beams to the same phase led to an exteiided searcli 

of ways of controlling the visibility througli changes in 

the idler connection path. 

A. Phase del.ays 

One of tlie studies of visibility control utilized a 

series of glass plates, of ca,librated width and anti- 

reflecting coated to  miiiimize any liglit loss, introduced 

in the idler connection path[27]. (See Fig 9). A glass 

plate introduces a time delay T for tlie light beam, pro- 

portional to  its tliickness. As was already discussed, 

the down-converted beams liave wavepackets with co- 

herence time r,: depending of the interference filters uti- 

lized. Suppose that a glass plate delays tlie signal beam 

from crystal 1 by S. If the detector Di is placed at the 

same distance from crystal 2 than detector D,, a co- 

incidente seen with no time delay between D, and Di 

will assure tliat tlie photon pair originates from crys- 

tal 2. It shoulcl be rememberecl tliat this is a balancecl 

iilterferometer witli length NL1  - A41 - BSo equal to 

N L 1 -  NL2 - BSo. 

A. 

Figure 9. Experimental setup with a phase delay introduced 
in the idler connection patli. 

Settiug detector D, as the start detector and Di as 

tlie stop, if the coincidence is seen after detector Di is 

clelayed by T > r, with respect D,, this will assures 

tliat tlie plioton pair comes from crystal 1. This cor- 

responcls to a distinguisliability of the signal photon 

paths aild, consequently, to  the vanishing of the colier- 

eiice between the signal beams from crystal 1 and 2. 

Of course, an intermediate situation is seeii for T r,. 

111 this case tlie visibility obtained from the interfer- 

eiice patteriis sliould go from a maximum value, witli 

no delay, to a vanishing value with a rna,ximum delay 

introduced by the tliickest glass plate utilizecl. Fig. 10 

shows tlie visibilities values obtained in function of the 

delays introduced by the low-loss calibrated thickness 

glass plates. 

o 
O 0 .5  1 1.5  2 2 . 5  3 

delay of id ler l  (ps)  

Figure 10. Visibility values obtained from tlie interference 
patterns on BSo as a function of the differential time clelay 
T in ps. Solid curve is a fit to  6 = constant x 

Another way to understand this result is by analysis 

of the signal beains. Assume that the pump beams have 
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the same pliase as they reacli crystals 1 and 2 a,nd that 

the down-conversion process is very fast - tlie crystal 

excitation Iiappens in a virtual process. As ali experi- 

mental result we ltnow that tlie signal pliases are loclted 

due to  tlie idler connection and they are unlockecl if the 

idler connection is blocked. Witli a lossless glass plate 

in tlie idler 1 beam producing a delay T < r,, tlie down- 

converted signal wavepacltets will be overlapping aiid 

interfering on BSo. As T becomes appreciably larger 

tlian r, the overlap vanislies and so does tlie iiiterfer- 

ence. 

Solid line in Fig. 10 was obtained along tliese ideas. 

The spectral weiglit function qi(w,, wi; wp) presents a 

quite broad spectra but, iii practice, the measured qi 

is restricted by the interference filters used. If one 

write this measured qi as qi,,(w,wl, - w;wp) or siinply 

&(w,  w,-w), tlie autocorrelatioii function of the clown- 

converted liglit will be 

The Fourier transform of tlie spectral function, 

z(T), gives tlie wavepacltets associated with tlie down- 

converted liglit: 

It is quite natural to  define tlie clegree of indistin- 

guisliability D between tlie two signal plioton patlis, s l  

and s2, a.s tlie normalized overlap of the signal (or idler) 

wavepackets as 

wliere zsl = zs2 = z for T = 0. 

Substituting tlie above defiiiition of %(r) in this 

equation leads directly to 

Tliis result is a.n explicit statement tliat tlie degree 

of indistinguisliability D of tlie plioton wavepackets (or 

photon patlis) is tlie degree of coherence 1 g(T) I of tlie 

dowii-converted field. 

Witli an interference filter of Gaussian frequency 

passband clefining the spectral sliape of qi,, one gets 

D o: 19 m e ~ ~ ( - 1 ~ / 2 ã ~ ~ ) ,  where 1 is the optical path 

difference and UL is the wavepacket coherence length. 

The solid line in Fig. 10 is a fit to  this expression. 

B. Berry's phase modulation on the visibility 

Trying to increase the knowledge about control of 

the interference between signal photons through tlie 

idler connection path, an experimentE2" was performed 

witli tlie introduction of a geometrical pliase shift in 

tliat path. Tlie geometrical pliase shift, also known as 

Berry's phase[29] in a general sense or, by Pancharat- 

liam's phast: in the optical d ~ m a i n [ ~ ~ I ,  was chosen due 

to tlie absence of dynamical effects in it. 

This phase shift is done in a closed cycle of some 

chosen parameter of tlie Hamiltonian for tlie process 

under study. Suppose tliis parameter is being clianged 

iii a cyclic variation from -t = O to t = r. The Hamil- 

tonian %(t) describing tliis cyclic process is such that 

%(O) = %(r) .  Tlie wavefunction is given by 

Tlie wavefunction at t = r and t = O cliffers by a 

phase do. Tliis pliase contains a dynamic contribution 

and a geometrical one. Tlie geometrical part is Berry's 

pliase. In tlie experiment performed[2" the geometrical 

contribution was separated using a polarization cycle 

introduced in the idler connection path, without any 

change in polarization of tlie signal beams. 

Fig. 11 sliows tlie system introduced in tlie con- 

iiection path to produce a complete cycle in the icller 

polarizatioli. Idler 1 beam, polarized horizontally in 

tlie plane of tlie paper pass tlirougli a beam-splitter 

B,Si (refle~t~ivity and transmissivity R a.nd T) and two 

quarter-wave plates. The first one, QT/K, is set at 45' 

with respect to the initia.1 idler polarization at point 

(I), producing ($) circularly polarized light at its out- 

put (point 2). The optical axis of tlie second pla.te, 

QTV2, cai1 be oriented at an arbitrary angle O wit,h re- 

spect to tlie initial idler polarization; the output light 

is linear but oriented 28 with respect to  the original 

idler polarization (point 3). After reflection in inirror 

Ali tlie beam passes again through QTV2 producing (-) 
circularly polarizecl liglit (point 4). After passing a.gain, 
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in the reversed sense, througli QW1, tlie beam is again 

polarized a1on.g the original polarization (point 1). 

Figure 11. Optical system introduced in tlie connection patli 
to produce a complete polarization cycle. Idler 1 beam, po- 
larized horizontally in tlie plane of tlie paper is transmitted 
througli a beam-splitter BS; (reflectivity and transmissivity 
R and I, quarter-wave plates QWi and QW2 ancl is, finally, 
again reflected by BS;. Tlie output polarization is iclentical 
to the input ont:. 

when the optic axis of the waveplate QWz is set at  O 

witli respect to  the initial idler polarization. Observe 

that wlieii d changes by 7r a complete interference cy- 

cle of 27r is obtained. The visibility obtained from the 

sigiial counting rate R, data is 

This value is even lower than the ones obtained in 

the experiments of "induced colierence witliout stimu- 

lated emission", despite a strict control of vibrations, 

temperature fluctuations and good optical alignment. 

This decrease in visibility can be explained with a sim- 

ple application of the basic single-mode theory from 

Section I: 

No modificatioii is introduced in tlie system besides 

tliis complete geometric polarization cycle. Each step 

of this cycle has a simple geometric visualization as 

geodesic lines on a Poincaré's ~ ~ h e r e [ ~ l ] .  Berry's pliase 

p can be s h o ~ n [ ~ ~ ]  to  be equal to  20. This shows a 

signature of a Berry's pliase: varyiiig QW2 by O ,  any 

measured effect should result proportional to 20. 

Fig. 12 shows the ineasured interference pattern ob- 
tained by translating BSo witli a PZT translation stage 

Quarter-Wnve Plate Angle (deg) 

Figure 12. Interference seen as the optic axis of tlie wave- 
plate QW2 is changed by 0 witli respect to tlie initial idler 
polarization. A complete interference cycle of 2a is obtained 
when 0 changes by a. 

Our aim is to calculate the superposed electric field Ês at the beam-splitter BSo and tlie expected value R, 
giveii by Eq. (43): 

from which the visibility 21, Eq. (67), is obtained. The indicated average assumes that wlienever classical quantities 
are involved an appropriated classical average is performed. 

A 

The interaction term V in tlie single-mode Hamiltonian, Eq. ( l l ) ,  froin a process with crystals 1 and 2, will be 

written 

the indexes 1 and 2 stands for crystals 1 and 2. 
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The wavefunction at time t ,  I t  ), in a weak pump beam condition, is giveii by 

A 

V t  1 t = e ( i  1 0 - (i - i- ) li = 0 - i g 2 2 + v 2 2 1 1 O )  . 
ti (71) 

It shoulcl be observed tliat g2 at the bea,iil splitter 

B,So will be set equa.1 to (i!, defined after the Berry's 
phase optical eleineiits - tlie indistinguis1abiiy condi- 
tion. The mismatcli between coherence areas, and su- 

perposed fields as discussed in Section I11 will be ig- 

norecl. However, a connection has to be made between 
tlie annihilation operator for tlie idler beain einitted by 

crystal 1 and (i;,., due to the losses introduced at BS; 
aiid pliase changes introclucecl by the extra optical ele- 

ments. For the moinent tlie annihilation operator spec- 

ifying the field emitted from crystal 1 will be written 
without tlie j index: 2;. 

A generic "single surface" symmetric beam-splitter 
can be treated as a linear two-port device17 [32] with ,-. A 

input operators (il and (iz and output bl aiid b3: 

The inset in Fig. 11 shoívs beain-splitter BSi witli 

inputs Zi and Z,, wliere the index v sta.nc1s for a vac- 
uum input. Tlie outputs are (i7 aiid Zn.  Tlie saine 

inset shows the situation in BS; after reflection by the 

quarter-waves aiid mirror M. A represents the overall 

phase shift acquirecl by âT in the round trip propaga- 

I 
tion from ancl to BS;. Zii is the idler beam sent to 

crystal 2, (iL represents a "lost" beam and (i,, repre- 
sents another vacuum input. These processes can be 

written as 

ancl 

I 1 l 2  + I R 1 2 =  1- aiid IR* + 7-72 = O are 
~ a t i s f i e d [ ~ ~ ]  on the beain-splitter, where tlie pliases ac- 

quired at tlie reflection and transmission obeys the con- 

dition &i- - 4R = 5%. A contains Berry's pliase P(B) 
and the phase related to the optical path of total length 
L: A = p + Li L, where ki = 2 í i l X i .  

Eqs. (73) ancl (74) give 

Substituting Eq.(75) in the wavefunction and 

rewriting 2; -+ ?iil, one obtains 

Denoting B&'s transmissivity and refiectivity by po and TO,  where J p o ( 2  + ( ~ ~ 1 ~  = 1, the superposed electrical 
field after B,So is 

,. 
E$+) = po âS1 241 + ro âsz eibz . 

With these results it is straightforwarcl to obtain R,(t), as given by Eq. (68): 

R, = a,( t  I ÊL-)(t) Êj+)(t) I t ) = a, (Ê(+)(t)  1 t ))' Ê$+)(t) I t ) = 

= t 2  ( I  PO 1 2 )  91 l 2  ( 1  ~ i ( t )  I2)c iass .+  ] 70 1 2 1  g2 l 2  ( 1  v2(t - TO) I2)c1ass.) + 
por;g1g;RT ei(mi-b2iA)(vl ( t ) ~ ;  (t + T ~ ) ) ~ ~ ~ , ~ . ]  . 

17section VI1 on "Beam-splitters, cavities ..." presents a concise view of this approach. 
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Writing t g j  fj, 712  as tlie normalized correlation function of tlie pump lasers at tlie crystals 1 and 2, representing 
a11 complex quantities c as z =I z I e i @ ; ,  ancl grouping a11 tlie phases togetlier, the visibility 21 is obtained as 

The factor I R I I 7 IN (i x i) shows correctly 

the lom visibility obtained compared to cases where no 

beam-splitter is inserted in tlie idler connection. (See 
Eq. (52)). 

Within a distinguishability view, one coulcl sa.y that 

placing an auxiliary detector at tlie lost beam â~ patli, 
coincidence counts between tliis detector ancl D, detec- 
tor would reveal non-interfering signal photons or, in 
other terms, a distinguishable situation that leacls to a 
decrease in the visibility. 

V. Forced indistinguisliabili ty i n  " induced co- 
l ierence wit l iout  s t imu la t ed  emission" . 

Tlie reduced visibility obtained in a11 experiments 

so far performed raises the question whether tliese vai- 
ues could be, soniewhat, increased. Tliis section a m -  
lyzes tlie non-classical plieiiomenon of "induced coher- 

ence witliout stimulated emission" under tlie condition 
where two nonlinear X ( 2 )  crystals are aligned in sucli 
way that their icller emissions are collinear and insirle a. 

ring-lilte cavity with loss. It is shown that tliis config- 
uration establishes a forced iiidistinguishability of the 

idler pliotons and produces an interference between the 
free traveling conjugated signal beams when they are 
superposed. 'I'his interference is found to be indepen-  

dent  of tlie cavity loss, witliin the limits of a single 

mode theory, and highly dependent  on tlie position of 
the crystals iiiside the cavity. Tlie maximiim tlieoret- 
ically obtainahle visibility is 100%, reflecting the in- 
ducecl coherence in tlie two crystals by the cavity fielcl. 
Some preliminary experimental results are discussed, 
stressing the difficulties involved to obtain liigh values 

of the visibility 21. 
In a11 the experiments already peiformed, some were 

discussed in tlie former sections, tlie variations intro- 
duced in tlie connection path deliberately decreased the 

degree of indistinguishability and, consequently, the de- 
gree of cohere-nce. 

This section discusses a clifferent route, namely, the 
situation where the idler connective path is placed witli- 

in a single-mode ca'iity. Therefore, withoilt clestxoying 

tliis single-mocle cavity geometry, it is not possible to 

identify tlie crystal from which the idler is emittecl. The 
signal emission from tlie two crystals should then reflect 

a forced iiiclistinguisliability of the idler photons gener- 
ated by the ~ r ~ s t a l s [ ~ ~ ] .  

To better explain the idea behind this forced in- 

clistinguishability one sliould observe that iii Mandel's 

experiments[l], the tlieory was applied considering the 
longitudinnl coherence of the beams necessary to pro- 

duce temporally overlapping wavepackets. However, 
their Iransuerse colierence properties were not explic- 
itly talten into account in tlie experiments or within tlie 
tlieory developed. This is a crucial point to  tlie com- 

parison between tlieory ancl the experimental values of 
the second orcler visibilities d2) .  By definition, photons 

are indistinguishable when they are witliin a coherence 

volunae ancl being longitudinally coherent it is not a suf- 

ficient condition to assure their indistinguishability. In 
tliis sense, tlie second order visibility d 2 )  should be ex- 
pected, tlieoretically or experimentally, to  be < 1; 
this was cliscussed in Sec. IV. 

This point could be further clarifiecl by the following 

imaginary experiment performed on tlie configurations 
clescribed in Ref. [I]. Assume that the separatiori be- 
tween crystal 1 ancl crystal 2 is L. Placiilg Young double 
slits between crystal 2 ancl the icller detector, at  a fi- 
nite clistance d from crystal 2, a friiige pattern may 
be seen by scaiining tlie detector normally to  the idler 
heam. Tlie visibility degree obtained from tlie interfer- 

ente pattern will be below 100% as the clistances be- 
tween eacli crystal ancl the Young slits, L+cl and d,  are 

different and, consequently, their coherence transverse 

areas at the slits are different. This is sufficient to bring 
into focus tlie irnportance of the transverse coherence 
in those experiments ancl to sliow tliat tlie second orcler 
degree of visibility obtained hacl to be below 100% in 

the original experiments. Equivalently, it can be said 
that the icller photons from crystal 1 ancl from crystal 

2, in those experiments, are not well representecl by a 
unique annihilation operator. One could then wonder 

liow to design an experiment t o  achieve a higher value 
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for the degree of visibility. 
To circumvent some of the difficulties associated 

witli a simultaneous consideration of tlie transverse and 
longitudinal colierence times, the idea of a cavity for the 
idler beam is proposed. Being designed to support an 
idler mude, no measurement, even iii principle, could 
be performed on the photons inside tlie cavity without 
severelly perturbing tlie cavity itself. In tliis sense tlie 
idler photons are coherent by defiiiition and tlie cavity 
íield can be properly represented by a unique anniliila- 
tion operator. 

As the phenomenon of inducecl coherence without 
stimulated emission is independent of the intensity of 
tlie idler beam inducing the colierence['I, the degree of 
visibility for tlie interference existing between the signal 
beams should be independent of the cavity losses. Tlie 
following calculation is iii agreement with this expected 
property. 

V.l  The Hamiltonian 

The proposed setup to  study tlie enl~anced indis- 
tinguisliability of the idler beams emitted by the two 
crystals is sliown in Fig. 13, where tlie two crystals in 
tlie cavity are pumped by the sarne UV laser witli large 
colierence lengtli. Tlie idler beam is witliiii the cav- 
ity tliat is properly matclied to  its wavelength wliile 
tlie signal beains are emitted as traveling waves. The 
cavity loss is connected to the idler pliotons, due to  
the down-conversion beam divergence and to diffraction 
limitations, besides mirror losses. Tlie cavity geometry 
will be supposed such tliat a mode will be established 
within the cavity with tlie wavevector kbS and annihila- 

tion operator $7. The stochastic loss will be considered 
under Marlroffian conditions. 

A peculiarity of tlie down-conversion luminescence 
is that tlie pliase matching conditions two = h, + 
twb and hko = hk, + hkt imposes a spatial symmetry 
breaking in the propagation of tlie idler photons inside 
the cavity; tlie notation kbS = kb will be adopted for 
the mode wavevector in this ring-like cavity. 

Figure 13. Basic outline of tlie proposed experiment. NL1 
and NL2 are the two X2 nonlinear crystals pumped by the 
two classical field amplitudes vi and v2. Signal beams SI ans 
S2 are siiperposed on the beam splitter BSo and collectecl 
by detector Ds. Tlie idler beam is emitted as a cavity mode 
witli wavevector kbt. Tlie center of the crystals are given by 
zi aiid 22 along the z coordinate defined by tlie cavity optic 
axis. Tlie laser beam ~olarization is vertical to tlie plane of 
tlie paper wliile tlie down-converted pliotons are polarized 
on tliat plane. The wavevectors for tlie signal beams are 
directed along k,. TI and gives the propagation times 
from crystal I and from crystal 2 to BSo, respectively. 

Tlie Hamiltonian v~ill be defined as 

where rb specify a bath operator, i;; aiid E2 are annihilation operators for the pump photons, â1 and â2 are the 
A 

annihilation operators for tlie signal photons and b is the annihilation operator for the idler photons in the cavity. 

is the interaction term coupling the optical fields and tlie nonlinear crystals in a similar way as done in Ref. [I] 

but differing from it in the complete indistinguishability of the idler photons. The interaction operator is then 

given by 
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The K's are given by [I] 

where I = 1 , 2  and X i j k ( 2 )  is tlie second order nonlin- 
ear susceptibility written in the principal axis of the 
crystal. Tlie e's are tlie unitary vectors for tlie electric 
fields a~sociat~ed with the modes and C2 = A(2nc/Sw), 
where A is the cross section of the beam and Sw give 
tlie mode linewidtlis. 

V.2 T i m e  Evolu t ion  a n d  t h e  Fokker-Plaiick 
equa t i on  

The time evolution for the density matrix operator 
ê i n  the interaction representation, considering tlie bath 
at low temperatures, will be given by[341 

The time evolution equation for can be obtained 
and transformed into the Fokker-Planck equation for P, 
according to t11e positive-P representation[34~351 where, 

where 

for example, 

and C i l , W 2 ,  b transforms into {a} = {ai, a 2 ,  ,f3} and 

{a+} = {a l t ,  a 2 t ,  p t )  as the independent variables. De- 
tails of this calculation can be seen in Ref. [33]. I t  is 
interesting tliat these calculations do not restrict the 
number of pliotons to be 1 or 0, giving more generality 
to the results. 

A very large number of terms is obtained from these 
equations, one for each allowed frequency, defining the 
wavepackets around each wavelength. A simplification 
was introduced to acliieve the maximum degree of visi- 
bility of tlie interference between tlie two signal beams 
on tlie beam splitter BSo,  and not to  obtain informa- 
tion about the coherence length of each signal beam: 
The decay of tlie degree of visibility as the paths of 
the two signal beams are made unequal has no imme- 
diate interest and, in this case, the large nuinber of 
terms obtained is largely reduced with the substitution 
a(wa) - a(w0,). Tlie resulting Foklier-Planclc equation 
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tons and <P is tlie pliase of 4. 
Tliis equation contains tlie necessary ininimum in- 

gredients to investigate some of the basic properties 
of the correlations between tlie signal electric fields 

as depicted in F i g  1. While in this simplification aj 
represents tlie field amplitudes at the frequencies wo,, 

the function gj contains information on the frequency 

spread Aw, around wo,. 

Due to its inlierent clmracter of a diffusion equation 

for a single-mode, results abising from it,s solutions caii- 
not be arbitrarily talien under risk of violating tlie con- 

ditions determining stochastic processes. The limits of 
y = O and y --+ oo shows, respectively, a ballistic regime 
not covered by stochastic equations and the absence of 

tlie cavity. The absence of the cavity leads to the con- 

tinuum of inodes existing in the free down-conversion 
luminescence. This continuum is not achievable from 

our single mode theory. 

V.3 Second-order Degree of Visibili ty 

Tlie electric field associated with each signal beam 

superposed on tlie beam 'splittser 

where j = 1,2 .  The second order correlation function measured by cletector D, is 

BSo will be given by 

Tlie solutions for tlie correlation functions (ar(t)o,  (t+r)) were obtained in Ref. [25]. From them it is straightforward 

to obtain tlie correlation for tlie electric fields 

wliere 

and 

C = [.o. ( 7 1  - n) + nb (32 - 11)  + arctan ( 
191 1 tos $1 - 192) cos $2 

IuilsinIcli + I g ~ l s i n b  11. 

Tlie degree of visibility d2) is clefined as 

( 2 )  2) - ~ s ( ~ ) m a r  - Çs min 21( = 
~ s ( ~ ) m a r  + ~ s ( ~ ) m i n  

(95) 

that in the stationary condition (t -+ oo, sin$j > 0) 

nives 

Tlie maxiinum value for d2Istat is 1. 

This interference presents interesting peculiarities, 

r 
as iiidependence of the loss parameter yb and a strong 
dependence on the position of the crystals inside the 
cavity. This independence from the idler loss empha- 
sizes tliat tlie phenomenon of "induced coherence with- 
out stimulated emission" depends exclusively on geo- 

me-tric conditions. 

The second order correlation function for the super- 

posed signal fields obtained shows the dependence on 

a11 relevant quantities. The maximum value expected 

for the second order visibility is d2) = 1. 
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A simplifed but equivalent experimental scheme in bandwidth. Unfortunately, this brings the signal to 
was designed to show the predicted visibility increase the existent detector noise level. In order to achieve 
that should be associated with this more perfect indis- success in these measurements, the system has to be 
tinguishabi1it.y. Fig. 14 S ~ O W S  the experimental set-UP improved: the coatings used on the crystals have 
that was suggested by the experiment shown in Ref. to be optimized, a cavity matched to the signal wave- 
[36]. In that ex~eriment a single-mode 1 % ~  was used length should be used. These conditions are not avail- 
such that interference fringes could be generated on the able presently at our laboratory. 
crystal between the direct pump laser and its reflection. 
In this new experiment a multi-mode beam ought to be 
used avoiding this interference between pump beams. 

V. Young fringes and non-localized control of 
Visibility. Quantum Images. 

ap 
A. Controlling the degree of visibility of Young's 

w fringes with photon coincidence measurements 

M It  is a known fact that the Young's double-slit 
experiment done with an extended incoherent quasi- 
monochromatic light source generates an interference 

pattern when one dimension of the coherence area, the 

Figure 14. Setup with only one crystal, equivalent to the 
setup shown in Fig. 13. 

In this way, at  least in first order, the downconver- 
sion modes generated by the pump beam and by the re- 
flected one will not be affected by pump interferences. 
The situation is completely analogous to Fig. 13; the 
downconverted beams produced by the incoming pump 
laser may be seen as produced by "crystal I", while 
the ones produced by the reflected pump would be pro- 
duced by "crystal 2". A complete indistinguishability 
of idler photons generated by "crystal 1" and "2" is 
then expected. Interference fringes could be generated, 
for example, by PZT translation of the signal mirror 

Ms - 
Preliminary results were obtained before the cavity 

was set with coincidence fringes between D, and Di 
and typical counts of 100 cps or single counts of or- 
der 2 x 104. Interference filters of bandwidth N 100 
A were used. Bowever, with the cavity in place to de- 
fine a mode, it,s bandwidth would be much narrower 
than the interference filter used, N 103 or - 104 times 
narrower. In order to perform measurements upon the 
signal beam corresponding to a mode conjugated to the 
one within the cavity, a similar narrow filter have to be 
used in the signal beam with a severe attenuation of 

the selected signal, of the same order as the reduction 

dimension corresponding to the direction of the ray 
vector joining the slits, is larger than the separation 
between slits. This subject has been discussed in de- 
tail by Born and ~ o l f I ~ ~ ]  in their presentation of the 

Van Cittert-Zernike theorem. Coherence area measure- 
ments are widely used in applications where light is pro- 
duced by an extended source. From the knowledge of 
this area, we can estimate the size of the source needed 
in interference and diffraction experiments. 

Along this classical idea, the coherence area was 
measured in a Young's experiment using paramet- 
ric down conversion light generated by a non-linear 
~ r ~ s t a l [ ~ ~ ] .  The experiment was done with only one 
of the beams from the par ametric downconversion and 
the intensity distribution of the transmitted light, mea- 
sured for severa1 source-slits distances. At the point 
where the interference fringes pattern disappear, one 

dimension of the coherence area is equal to the sepa- 
ration between the slits, giving the way to determine 
the coherence area. For even shorter source-slits dis- 
tances, the interference fringes pattern disappear as 
expected for extended quasi-monochromatic incoherent 

so~rces[~'J. 

Another recent experimental ~ o r k [ ~ ' ]  answered the 
question whether is it possible to detect the interference 
from an extended incoherent source with Young's slits 
when the source-slits distance is such that all dimen- 
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sions of the coherence area of the incident light beam 
are smaller than the distance between the slits. I t  was 

shown that ,  under that condition, interference fringes 

can be obtained with a controlled degree of visibility 
by means of coincidence measurements between conju- 
gated beanls of the downconversion luminescence. This 
was the first experiment of two particle interferometry 
utilizing Young slits (for a fine review on multiparticle 

interferometry, see Ref. [40]). 

Figure 15. Schematic diagram of the experimental setup for 
Young's double slit experiment. M i  and Mz are mirrors, Pl,  
P2 and PS are pinholes, Dl and Dz are photomultipliers, I F  
is an interference filter, F is an absorption filter, A is a beam 
stop, Ai and A z  are pulse formatting devices, L1 and Lz are 
delay lines, C is the coincidence detection system, and r, is 
the distance between source and slits. 

See Fig. 15. Parametric downconversion lumines- 

cence is produced by a LiIOs nonlinear crystal when 

i t  is pumped by a 100 mW argon-ion laser emitting a t  

3511 A. Two beams with wavelengths around 7887 A 
(signal) and 6328 A (idler) are chosen by setting the 

detectors a t  angles 32' (signal) and 25' (idler) with re- 

spect to  the pump beam direction and by using filters 

with bandwidth 400 A and 100 A respectively, a t  the 

photomultipliers tube entrances. Pinholes mounted in 

2-D stages are used for defining the signal and idler 

beams directions (4(P1)= 0.6 mm, q5(Pz)= 2.0 m m  

and $(P3)= 0.5 mm). The width of each slit and 

the distance between them, measured with a micro- 

scope, are 80 fim and 90 p m  respectively. The slits are 

aligned along the plane of the pump laser and the down- 

converted beams. Interference fringes are detected by 

means of coincidence measurements between the idler 

beam and the transmitted signal beam through the 

Young's slits. The detector a t  the idler beam is kept 

fixed while the signal beam detector is scanned in the 

direction perpendicular to  the larger slits dimension. 

detector position (mm) 

Figure 16. A: shows experimental points showing the co- 
incidente excess as function of the detector position, and 
fittings. The distance between source and slits and visibii- 
ties are r, = 295 mm and piz= 0.57 i 0.06; r,= 80 mm and 
piz= 0.44 f 0.03; r,= 35 mm and piz= 0.52 f 0.05; rs= 
20 mm and p l ~ =  0.46 & 0.06. The pinhole Pi diameter is 
d(Pl)= 0.6 mm. B: shows coincidence interference patterns 
for different diameters of pinhole P l .  Source to slits distance 
is rs= 20 mrn. The pinhole P1 diameters and visibilities are 
d(Pl)= 0.6 mm and piz= 0.46 & 0.06, d(P1)= 1.8 mm and 
pi2= 0.13 & 0.04, aud q5(Pl)= 3.0 mm and plz = 0.09 & 
0.04. 

F'ringes interference patterns were detected for sev- 

era1 source to  slit distances, even for distances as short 

as 20 m m  that was the minimum possible distance for 

the setup. On the other hand, for a fixed distance be- 

tween source and idler beam detector, it was observed 

that the interference pattern is dependent on the idler 

pinhole diameter in front of the detector. 

Due to the lack of a theory t o  fit the experimental 

points and the observation that  the shape of the coin- 

cidence patterns, Fig. 16, were quite similar to  the ones 

obtained in a first order coherence experiment, the fol- 

lowing phenomenological function was used to fit the 
experimental points 
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where E(&) is. the coincidence excess with the signal 

beam detector a t  the point (Q), p~ is an adjustable 

parameter, 5 is the path difference between fields orig- 

inating a t  slit 1 and slit 2, (YE is BISO adjustable and 

Eo(Q) is given by 

where EoN is a normalization factor, x is the variable 

coordinate of the point (Q) and p is connected with the 

slit width. 

The coincidence patterns for four distances between 

source and slits and fittings are shown in Fig. 16A. They 

were obtained with a sampling time of 1800 s in each 

point and a resolution time of 10 ns for the coincidence~. 

For the closest source to  slit distance, coincidence 

interference patterns were obtained with the diameter 

of the pinhole Pl increased from q5(Pl)= 0.6 mm to 

q5(P1)= 1.8 rrim and to q5(Pl)= 3.0 mm. The patterns 

and fittings are shown in Fig. 16B. 

Coincidence source profiles were obtained by mak- 

ing the same kind of measurements without slits. For 

the pinhole P1 with diameter q5(Pl)= 0.6 min these pro- 

files are shown in Fig. 17 for three distances rd between 

source and detector. The sampling time was reduced 

to 300 s,  because of the signal increase without slits. 

Fitting these profiles with a Gaussian function, infor- 

mation about the effective size of the source for coinci- 

dente experiments is obtained. 

The function chosen to fit the experimental points 

is analogous to the expression for the intensity interfer- 

ente patterns in first order coherence experiments. This 

analogy can lead us to  interesting conclusions about the 

measurements. 

The pararneter p~ in Eq. (97) is the counterpart 

of the Young's fringes visibility in a first order coher- 

ence experiment. We compare in Table 1 the coinci- 

dence visibility p~ obtained by the fittings, with the 

prediction for the visibility p12 in a first order colier- 

ence e ~ ~ e r i m e r i t [ ~ ~ ~ ~ "  with the same parameters of tlie 

second order coherence experiment performed. While 

the fittings are rather good, the coincidence visibiliiy 

,LLE is always larger than the first order prediction of 

p12, even for short distances between source and slits. 

Note that those values for p~ cannot be explained even 

by a small effective source size measured with coinci- 

dente detection, because the measured size, ao = 1.67 
f 0.23 mm, is not small. (See Fig. 17). 

TABLE I. Comparison between the degree of visibil- 

ity plz given by a first order coherence theory and the 

experimentally obtained p~ through coincidence mea- 

surements. 

Source-slits distance (mm) Visibilities 

detector position (mm) 

I . , . , . .  
- 4 - 3 - 2 . 1 0  1 2  3  

Figure 17. coincidence source profiles and fittings. The 
P1 diameter is ~ ( P I ) =  0.6 mm. The distances rd between 
source and signal beam detector and the Gaussians FWHM 
are rd= 130 mm and o= 1.82 0.16 mm in (A), rd= 250 
mm and u= 1.92 k 0.18 mm in (B), and rd= 430 mm and 
a= 2.13 & 0.15 mm in (C). The projected width on the 
source position is ao = 1.67 rt 0.23 mm. 

4 

It is clearly shown that i t  is not possible to  use the 

first order coherence theory to  fit the second order co- 
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herence experiment results, even noting that the pat- 

terns produced by the two kind of experiments are very 

alike. However, the profiles shown in Fig. 16, in which 

the coincidence visibility p~ is decreased by increasing 

the idler beam pinhole (P l )  diameter, indicate how to 

use the first order coherence theory to  understancl qual- 

itatively the behavior of the coincidence patterns. 

An extended incoherent source produces a superpo- 

sition of interference patterns after the Young slits, due 

to  each light mode present in the radiation field. The 

mode frequency can be defined by a narrow width fil- 

ter (N 100 A) in the slits beam and a certain range 

of wavevectors k, is accepted through the slits. As the 

detection of the interference patterns is done by a coin- 

cidence scheme, only photons which have a twin on the 

conjugated beam will be detected within the photons 

of the superposed patterns. 

When the idler beam detector pinhole (P1) diame- 

ter is varied, as in Fig. 16, idler beam wavevectors ki 
are selected. As the momentum conservation implies in 

a strong correlation between the twin photons wavevec- 

tors, the signal beam wavevectors k, are also selected 

within the collected signal light by the coincidence de- 

tection. In other terms, only some interference patterns 

are selected, resulting in the control of the fringes visi- 

bility by means of the idler beam pinhole diameter (Pi).  

In this way, interference can always be detected, even 

if the slits are very close to the source. 

Of course a second order coherence theory must be 

developed to quantitativeby show the complete depen- 

dente of the coincidence patterns on the system param- 

eters, but this qualitative explanation based on first or- 

der coherence concepts is useful in the understanding of 

this interesting selection mechanism. This mechanism 

explaining the selection of first order patterns within 

the superposed patterns, justifies the form adopted for 

the coincidence excess given by Eq. (1). 

These measurements show interference fringes with 

a reasonable contrast, even when the light transmitted 

through the slits is incoherent in the sense that a11 di- 

mensions of the first order coherence area are smaller 

than the distance between slits. This is possible if we 

use the coincidence detection scheme with the heam 

without slits being detected under conditions that per- 

mit the selection of the coherent photons. It was then 

demonstrated that the degree of Young's fringe visi- 

bility can be controlled through the conjugated idler 

heam. This is a simple demonstration of two particle 

interferometry. 

Analogously as done in the classical Van-Cittert 

Zernike theorem for the first order correlation function, 

the results shown in this work suggest that entangled co- 

herence areas could be simultaneously specified for the 

conjugated signal and idler beams through the fourth 

order correlation function. 

Fourt h-order correlat ion func t ion ;  Q u a n t u m  Im- 
ages. 

The explanation of that entanglement between 

coherence areas can be done quantum-mechanically 

through a direct calculation of the fourth order cor- 

relation functionl" 

where the wavefunction 1 $(t)) is given in Eq. (37), r, and ri specifies the positions of the signal and idler detectors, 

respectively, and the electric fields Ê, and Êi refers to  signal and idler fields at given positions. This is a special 

case of a four-point Ç ( ~ )  that could also be used instead to this calculation. 

In the experiment performed, Ê(+)(r, ,  t )  is the sum of the fields inciding on the signal detector from the two 

slits placed in the signal beam path. Writing these fields as Êji)(rSj, t j )  the correlation function Ç ( ~ )  is 

I8 Sometimes the name second-order correlation function is used, with the notation instead of fourth-order correlation function. 
Of course, the superscripts (2 ,2)  indicate four fields in the averaging process. 
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The entaiiglement between signal and idler photons is produced at the crystal source and a11 spatial (angular) 

information on the far radiation field is contained in the double point spectral density function y(r,, ri; k,, ki), 

defined by 

where d a s  = dqí,dO,sind, and dQi = d$idOisinOi are solid angles for the signal and idler fields around the origin at 

the crystal, k, and ki are the signal and idler wavevectors. The spectral density function 4 ( b ,  6 , ,  ki ki;  k,) for the 

PDC 

(k,sinO, cos 6,  + kisinBi cos +i)- x 
2 "I 

where I,, lY and 1, are the crystal lengths along the x, 
y and z axis and jo is the spherical Bessel function of 
the first kind. 

The visibility d4) can be obtained, as usual, from 
the maximum and minimum of ~ ( ~ 1 ,  as 

29(" = ( ~ ( " 2 ~  - 4(4;))/(~(4? + ~(4;)). 
The use of a finite area for the idler pinhole implies 

an average over d4) that is "point" defined. Within 
the same approach, the signal slits can be treated as 
"point" slits. An average over pinhole and slits area 
should give a ciecreased visibility. 

While the above "recipe" is very simple, the practi- 
cal calculation is quite difficulty due to the complexity 
of the function. No exact solution has been presented 
up to  nowlg, although simplified attempts have been 
presented. Ref. [41] shows a calculation of the "cou- 
pled" visibility, treating qí as a constant. Fig. 18 shows 
the visibility obtained in that paper. 

Although this is still an open problem, the expected 
coupling between the signal and idler can be seen as an 
aspect of an extended Van Cittert-Zernike theorem for 
the fourth-order correlation function of the PDC. 

These are indications of possible applications of this 
concept in the optical communication field, because any 
non-localized control of interferences may find practical 
utilization. Indeed, if one understands the fringe pat- 
tern as an object detected in the signal beam after the 
slits, one should expect that a conjugate object, or im- 
age, should appear in the idler beam, because to every 

signal point probed a conjugated idler point should ex- 
ist - even if the object is an "interferente" pattern. 

This expected image should be revealed in coinci- 
dente measurements or, fourth order correlation func- 
tions, but not in the intensity pattern that may be 
even constant over the probed region. The name quan- 
tum images has been coined to patterns (information) 
seen in the spatial correlation functions, instead of be- 
ing seen in intensity distributions. While it has been 
applied mainly to quantum images formed by OPO's, 
the basic idea is the same. 

Quite remarkably, the fringe pattern created by a 
double slit in the signal beam was detected as an im- 
age in the idler beam, where no slits e ~ i s t [ ~ ~ I .  A setup 
following the one in Ref. [39] was used. 

In the same way as transverse correlations shows 
the conjugate "object-image" patterns, an experiment 
could be set to show longitudinal "images": For exam- 
ple, the experiment presented in Sec. I1 could be done 
taking the detector after the cavity as the "start" detec- 
tor and the detector at the other side could be trans- 
lated along the beam propagation direction revealing 
"ghost" peaks at positions lo = 0, = 2cq,  and so on. 

These facts, and the potentiality for practical appli- 
cations, emphasizes the need for a broader study of this 
problem. 

1 9 ~  solution quite recently found by the author was submitted to publication in Phys. Rev. A (Nov. 1995), after the acceptance of 
this paper. 
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- 6328 A (idler) conjugate pair emission. (See Fig. 19). 

Figure 18. Fourth arder visibility in function of tlie idler Figure 19. Schematic diagram of the experimental setup 
for the stimulated Young's double-slit experiment. Mi, M2, pinhole diameter. The Young slits are placed on the signal 

beam path. Ma, M4 are mirrors, IF is an interference filter and NF is a 
neutral filter. 

B. Control of Young's fringes by stimulated 
down-conversion 

Another form of visibility control was explored in 

Ref. [43] utilizing stimulated emission. It was shown 

that the degree of visibility of the interference fringes 

produced by a signal beam transmitted through a 

double-slit, can be also controlled by aligning an aux- 

iliary laser with the idler beam, with the same wave- 

length and varying its intensity. In this case, the de- 

gree of coherence of the source is varied directly by the 

inducing laser intensity without performing any mea- 

surements on the idler beam. 

A 3 mW He-Ne laser, aligned with the 6328 A 
downconverted beam, stimulates the 7887 A (sàgnal) 

The double-slit is positioned a t  8 cm from the crys- 

tal in tlie path of the 7887 A signal beam. The interfer- 

ente pattern distribution is measured with a photomul- 

tiplier (PMT), 35 cm far from the slits, mounted on a 

Z-axis translation stage. The scans are performed with 

a 300 bm slit at  the PMT entrance. An interference 

filter with 100 A bandwidth and centered on 7887A, 

placed at tlie PMT entrance, assures that the detected 

light is almost monochromatic. The inducing laser in- 

tensity is controlled by neutral filters placed before the 

crystal. (See interference fringes in Fig. 20). 
To explain the experimental results a simple for- 

mula is obtained as follows. The intensity distribution 

of the interference pattern for a typical Young's double 

slit experiment is given by Ref. [37] as 

where Il(Q) and 12(Q) are the single slit diffraction 

patterns for each slit, 6 is the phase path difference be- 
p12 = 

(E*(rl).E(r2)) 

tween each slit and the observation point Q, pi2 is the J(E* ( r l ) . ~ ( r ~ ) ) ( E *  (rz).E(r2)) ' 
(104) 

normalized mutual intensity and ai2 is its phase. where E is the electric field and ri ,  r2 specify the posi- 

tion of the slits. 

The modulus of the normalized mutual intensity The light produced in the stimulated downconver- 

gives us the visibility of the interference fringes, ,ulz sion is a superposition of a coherent and an incoherent, 

is defined as field, 
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Figure 20. Experimental points showing the intensity patterns as a function of the detector position (circles), and fittings 
(lhe). Errors bars are the same size a s  the circles. 

With this sum of fields, the expression for the mu- 

E( r )  = Ec  (r) + Ei (r). (105) tua1 intensity gives 

The correhtion functions with E, and Ei will sum 

up t o  zero because the incoherent field phase is ran- 

dom and the coherent field phase is not. Thus, only 
the terms with the same kind of fields will give a non 

zero contribution. The expression for the normalized 

mutual intensity will be 

where pi = (Ef (ri).Ei(r2))/Ii, is the normalized 

I 

mutual intensity for the incoherent field, ,u, = 
(E: ( r l )  .E,(rz))/ I, is the normalized mutual inten- 
sity for the coherent field, Ia = (E,*(rl).Ei(rl)) = 
(E: (rz).Ei(rz)) is the intensity of the incoherent field 

at the slits and I, = (E: (ri) .Ec(ri)) = (E: (r2).Ec(r2)) 

is the analog for the coherent field. The intensitites at 

the two slits were considered equal, because the dis- 

tance between them (90pm) is much smaller than the 

distance between source and slits (8 cm). 
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Using the average occupation number per mode['], 

that can be expressed in terms of ratio of the coherent 

to incoherent intensities N = Ic/Ii, a final form for the 

normalized mutual intensity is obtained 

Figure 21. Experimental occupation numbers n/ as a func- 
tion of (n) the inducing laser mean photon number. A fit 
to Eq.(8) gives /3 = (7 .74f  0.11) x 10~'. Error bars are the 
same size as the symbols. 

The interference patterns shown in Fig. 20 were ob- 

tained by varying the inducing (He-Ne) laser intensity 

(I,). The slits were placed at a distance from tlie light 

source such that the coherence area for the spontaneous 

emitted light is smaller than the distance between the 

~ l i t s [ ~ ~ ] .  Thus the visibility for I, = 0, that corresponds 

to N=O, is nearly zero. Clearly, the increase of I, pro- 

duces interference patterns with increasing visibilities. 

In this way, a control of the spatial coherence of the 

signal beam can be achieved by varying the intensity of 

the laser beam aligned with the idler beam. The visi- 

bilities are obtained from the interference patterns by 

a fit to Eq. (103) and considering the finite size of the 

detector. 

To compare theory and measurements, the average 

occupation number per mode 

N = (2~)~l4(w~,~s,~j;K~,Ks,Ki)1~1W1~ [I] should 
be used. In this expression, $(wp, w,, ~ i ;  Kp, Ks, Kj) 

is the spectral density function for the downconversion 
and I WI2 is the photon rate of the inducing laser. The 

indexes p,s and i refer to pump, signal and idler respec- 
tively. This calculation does not take into account the 

coupling efficiency between laser and downconversion 

field modes. However, the function N = P (n) can fit 

measured values of N as a function of the inducing laser 

mean photon number (n)', that is proportional to IWI2. 
(n) is the number of photons within one coherence vol- 

ume and it was obtained by measuring the inducing 

laser power and its coherence time and multiplying the 

laser power in photons per unit of time by the coher- 
ence time. p is the coupling parameter, obtained from 

the plot of N versus (n). This is shown in Fig. 21. 

The measured visibilities are compared with the the- 

ory given by Eq. (108) in Fig. 22, showing a reason- 

able agreement. When the stimulated downconversion 

is produced, a light beam which is partially coherent in 

the spatial sense is obtained, because it is a superposi- 

tion of coherent and incoherent light, Since the coher- 

ent to incoherent light intensity ratio in the signal beam 

is dependent on the inducing laser intensity, the spatial 

coherence in the signal beam can be controlled through 

the laser aligned with the idler beam. The degree of 

visibility of the patterns is a measure of the correlation 

function of the fields at 'the two slits and it shows us 

the degree of spatial coherence of the light source. The 

increase of the inducing laser intensity makes the light 

source increasingly coherent in the spatial sense, un- 

til it behaves approximately as a laser beam, spatially 

coherent . 

Figure 22. Experimental results (circle) and theory (lhe) 
for the Young's fringes visibilities as a function of the mean 
photon number ( n )  of the inducing laser. 

A change of field statistics, from thermal-like to 

laser-like, is implied by these results, as the transition 

from spontaneous to stimulated regime occurs. 
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I t  was then demonstrated that the spatial coher- 

ence in the signal beam can be controled by means of 

its conjugated pair. 

C. Temporal Coherence  P rope r t i e s  of S t imu-  

l a t e d  Down-conversion 

The temporal coherence properties of the stimulated 

parametric down-conversion process were also investi- 

gated experirnentally. In this process we obtain a light 

beam which is a superposition of spontaneous and stim- 

ulated emission liglit. 

In the stimulated parametric down-conversion pro- 

' cess, an auxiliary laser is used to  stimulate emission 

in one conjugated pair, signal and idler, of the down- 

converted light. Aligning the auxiliary laser with the 

idler beam direction, a signal beam is also stimulated. 

However, as the spontaneous emission process is still 

present, the resulting signal light beam is a superposi- 

tion of spontaneous and stimulated emission light. The 

intensity of tlie spontaneous emission light depends on 

the pump laser intensity and on the down-conversion 

efficiency of the nonlinear crystal. On the other liand, 

the intensity of the stimulated emission light depends 

on the couplirtg between auxiliary laser field modes and 

down-conversion modes. Thus, for a fixed pump inten- 

sity, we can control the intensity ratio between stimu- 

lated and spontaneous emission light fields varying the 

auxiliary laser intensity. 

The concepts of coherence in stimulated emission 

processes are important, for example, to  signal am- 

plification in optical fibers. In that case a weak co- 

herent signal is amplified by stimulated emission, but 

corrupted by the noise from spontaneous emission al- 

ways present. "Seeding" an Optical Parametric Oscil- 

lator (OPO) ir; another application of stimulated down- 

conversion to ob tain narrow bandwidth lines. 

The first order time coherence properties of the 

spontaneous emitted light depends on the spontaneous 

parametric down-conversion process and those of the 

stimulated emission light are dependent on t,he pump 

and auxiliary lasers properties. In Ref. [43], the spa- 

tia1 coherence properties of the signal beam produced 

in the stimulated down-conversion were studied. It was 

shown that the spatial degree of coherence is dependent 

on the intensity ratio between the stimulated emission 

light, considered coherent, and the spontaneous emis- 

sion light, considered incolierent. 

Figure 23. Outline of the experimental setup. The pump 
laser wavelength is 351.1 nm, the auxiliary laser wavelength 
is 632.8 nm, the signal beam central wavelength is 788.7 nm, 
tlie idler beam central wavelength is 632.8 nm, M1 and M2 
are mirrors, P is a pinhole, I. is lens, F is an optical filter, 
PCM is a photon counting module, BS is a beam-splitter, 
and PZT is a piezoelectric transducer. 

In this section, the longitudinal, or temporal, co- 

herence properties of the stimulated down-conversion 

is shown. Using a Michelson interferometer, the degree 

of coherence of this light beam as a function of the in- 

tensity ratio between the stimulated and spontaneous 

emission light fields was obtained. Varying the arms 

length of the interferometer, the degree of coherence as 

a function of the path difference was measured. (See 

Fig. 23). 

The auxiliary laser is a He-Ne laser with wavelength 

Aa = 632.8 nm. I t  is aligned with the idler beam, in 

order to  stimulate its emission. The signal beam is 

then indirectly stimulated and directed to a Michelson 

interferometer. The mirrors of the interferometer are 

mounted on translation stages that allow a variation in 

their positions of about 4 cm with a 10 pm resolution. 

The position of one of these mirrors can be finely dis- 

placed by a piezoelectric transducer (PZT). This pro- 

vides a way to vary the phase of the light reflected by 

the mirror. 

The light emerging from the interferometer passes 

through a 0.8 mm diameter pinhole and is focused by 

a 15 cm focal lens to  an avalanche diode detector. The 

auxiliary laser intensity is attenuated by neutra1 filters 

before the crystal, to  vary the intensity ratio between 

spontaneous and stimulated emission fields. 

In this experiment, the time coherence function 

G(r)/G(O), or degree of temporal coherence, was mea- 
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sured for the polarized down-converted light field 

where Ê(t)  is the electric field operator of the liglit 

in time t after the pump laser is turned 011, r, is the 

time corresponding to the propagation of the signal field 

from the crystal to the interferometer, and r i s  the time 

difference between fields traveling in different arms of 

the interferometer. To calculate the above correlation 

functions, we will follow the quantum multimode treat- 

ment already presented. The state of the field produced 

in the stimulated down-conversion is given by 

where vi is the auxiliary laser coherent amplitude, is the down-conversion efficiency, 4 is the spectral function 

for the down-conversion process, t i  is the interaction time and â! is the creation operator for the idler field. 

The summations over w: and wk are easily performed, giving 

The coherence functions for the pump field, spontaneous emission field, and auxiliary laser field, can be defined 

where Gp(r )  = G ~ ( - T )  is the coherence function for the pump field, Gsp(r)  is the coherence function for the 

spontaneous down-con~ersion[~], ancl Ga,,(r) is the coherence function for the auxiliary laser field. Considering 

that the spectral function 4 is much broader than the auxiliary laser bandwidth, a final form for G ( r )  is 0btainedE~~1 

as 

where wio is the central frequency of the idler beam. 

The normalization of the above equation leads to 
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where PP(T) = Gp(')/Gp(O), ~ s p ( ~ )  = Gsp(~)/Gsp(O), paus(.) = Gaux(~)/Gaum(o), N = (2~)21rb(wio,wp~;~po)12 
Gst(0). Gsp(0) = 1 defines the normalization of the spectral function 4. Whenever pSp < pau,, to a good 

approximation a simple and very practical formula is obtained as 

Within this simplification, the phases associated with the coherence functions are not necessary to the analysis of 

the experimental results. Some results will be presented, according to this simplified formula. 

The Michelson interferometer provides a way to 

measure the coherence function ~ ( 7 ) .  To each relative 

position of the mirrors M1 and M2 in Fig. 23, corre- 
sponds a time difference T between the fields through 
the two arms of the interferometer. At given positions 

of these mirrors, a PZT scan shows the interference pat- 
terns. To obtain their visibilities ]p(r)I, these patterns 
are fitted to the f u n c t i ~ i i [ ~ ~ ]  

I = 210[1+ Ip(7)I cos(w7 + S)], (119) 

where 10 and S are constants. 
Fig. 24 shows the experimental curves of p( r )  as a 

function of r ,  for some values of Af. The values of N 
are given by tlie signal count rate Isp, with the auxiliary 
laser off, and the signal count rate ItOt, with the aux- 

iliary laser on, since N E Isti,/Isp = (It,t - Isp)/lsp. 
This relationship is consistent with the definition of 

N ;  it can be shown that Itot = ( 1 ~ ( ~ ( 1 ~ ) ( 1  + N) and 

I,, = 11712(Ip). These data were fitted by gaussians 
and the coherence length of the light field is given by 
their widths. The gaussian shape for p( r )  is defined by 

the shape of tlie coherence functions p p ( ~ )  of the pump 
laser and pau,(r) of the auxiliary laser. 

The spectral density of a laser, and its tempo- 
raI coherence function, which are Fourier transform 
counterparts, depends on three main line-broadening 

processes[45]. The most important one, is the Dopler 
broadening, which is gaussian and has a FWHM of 
1.7 GHz. 

The measurements show that the coherence length 
is independent of Af, for n/ # O. The optical filter and 

the pinhole placed in front of the detector determine 
the coherence length lSp of the spontaneous emission 
light. In this case lsp < 10 pm. For the measurements 
shown in Fig. 24, the separation between data points 

is of about 1 cm so that there is no resolution for ob- 

serving the effects of the spontaneous emission light in 

the coherence length of the signal beam. The observed 

coherence length in Fig. 24 is due only to the stimu- 
lated emission light. It  is defined by Eq. (117) with pSp 
= 0, and given by the product , u~ (T)  x paU,(r). The 

coherence length of the pump laser, measured with a 
Michelson interferometer, is lp = 2.8 f 0.2 cm, and 
the coherence length of the auxiliary laser, which was 

measured with a Fabry-Perot scanning interferometer, 

is I,,, = 39 f 4 cm. The mean coherence length ex- 

tracted from Fig. 24 is lSignal = 3.7 f 0.5 cm. It is 
larger than the the FWHM, lejj = 2.8 cm, of the prod- 

uct pp(r)  x  pau,(^). Despite of this difference, Eq. 
(117) shows why the field stimulated by a 39 cm coher- 

ence length laser lias its coherence length close to the 

coherence length of the pump laser. 

Now, maintaining the mirrors fixed in a way that 
r - O and vary N ,  through the auxiliary laser intensity, 
the interference patterns seen in Fig. 25 are obtained. 

The plot of their visibilities / p ( r  - 0)l as a function 
of N' is seen in Fig. 26. In this situation psp 0, 
because the resolution of the translation stages of the 
interferometer mirrors is not enough to set r = O within 
the precision required to obtain psp # O values. When 

the coherent field is of the same order of magnitude as 
the incolierent one (n/ N 1)) the degree of coherence 

decreases with the law given by Eq. 117. The theory 
fits well the experimental points when an upper bound 

for pst of Eq. (117) is used; the maximum visibility 
obtained experimentally is lp(0)I = 0.9. In principie, 

this parameter should be one, but some experimental 
limitations as dark noise background, finite detection 
area, and small differences on the reflection and trans- 

mission rates for the beam-splitter impose a maximum 

visibility smaller than one. 
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Figure 24. Modulus of tlie time coherence functions for 
stimulated down-conversion. Tlie squares represent tlie ex- 
perimental points and full lines are iittings to  gaussians. 
Their FWHM are a) w, = 3.7 f 0.1 cm for n/=15.5, b) wb 

= 3.6 f 0.1 c m f o r n / =  1 .81 ,~ )  w , =  3 . 7 f  O . l c m f o r n /  
= 0.68, d) wd = 3.8 f 0.5 cm for n/ = 0.37. 

Figure 25. Interference patterns for r N O varying n/, and 
fittings. 

Figure 26. Plot of (p(r - O)( as a function of n/. Squares 
represent experimental points and full l h e  is the theory with 
/isp = O and pau, x pp = 0.9. 

The time coherence function for the light field gen- 

erated in the stimulated down-conversion process was 

then obtained measuring the visibilities of the inter- 

ference fringes obtained by passing this light through 

a Michelson interferometer, and varying the path dif- 

ference defined by the positions of the interferometer 

mirrors. These measurements were performed for dif- 

ferent intensity ratios between stimulated and sponta- 

neous emission light. 

The theory shows the dependence between the co- 

herence properties of a11 fields involved in the stim- 
ulated down-conversion process, including the pump 

field. The experimental results are in agreement with 

the theory and show that the degree of coherence is 

affected by the presence of the spontaneous emission 

light when it is of the same magnitude as the stim- 

ulated emissioil light. However, the coherence length 

is due only to the stimulated emission light, even for 

small values of n/. This occurs because the detection 

scheme defines a very small coherence length for the 

spontaneous emission light, compared with the resolu- 

tion of the interferometer. The results also show that 

the coherence length of the stimulated emission light 

depends on the overlap of the pump and auxiliary laser 
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coherence lengths. 

VII. Beam-splitters, cavities and some applica- 

tions 

The quantum of energy of a single mode of the 

electromagnetic field, or photon, has been frequently 

thought as a localized fuzzy ball or just as a definition 

of the unit of light energy. However, strictly speaking, 

a single mode of an electromagnetic field is defined spa- 

tially within t.he whoie universe accessible to this field. 

This universe can be, for example, a closed cavity or an 

open one, where in this last case the photon universe 

also includes .the outside of tlie cavity accessible to the 

field. A photon can then be detected anywhere where 

the field is present. 

The calculation of field modes for complex situa- 

tions as an open cavity or in many other practical cases 

is a formidable challenge . Alternate methods or sim- 

plifications ha,ve been developed to deal with these sit- 

uations. Usually, a light mode is treated, for example, 

before or after a beam-splitter or a pinhole, as a dif- 

ferent mode. The practical success of these methods is 

what reinforces this broadly usage. 

Figure 27. A beam splitter splits a light input from side 
"I", to outputs in sides "3" and "4". In side "2", (nz) = 0. 

Within this view, beam-splitters have been explored 

recently as "two-port" devices (See Fig. 27) where input 

and output "modes" are defined. In this picture, four 

distinct regions, 1, 2, 3 and 4, are considered. Light 

comes from sitie 1 and is distributed to sides 3 and 4. 
Energy conservation implies that El = E3 + 

E4. Consider, for example, El written as El = 

Fui ((ni) + i). In average, one photon may be de- 
tected in either side with a probability equal to one 

half for a 50% beam-splitter. However, just considering 

the vacuum energies present in sides 1, 3 and 4 gives 

( h ~ / 2 ) ~  = ( h ~ / 2 ) ~  + ( h ~ / 2 ) ~ ! ,  indicating some miss- 

ing term. The vacuum energy balance is established 

by addition of a vacuum mode input in side 2, giving 

(tiw/2), + ( h ~ / 2 ) ~  = ( h ~ / 2 ) ~  + (tiw/2)*. The final im- 

age is then set according to Fig. 28, where âi are anni- 
A 

liilation operators for input modes and bi operators for 

output modes. â2, for example, could be the vacuum 

input necessary to the energy balance from side "2". 

Then it follows that 

C- 

Figure 28. Light input comes from sides "1" and "2",  where 
<c 77 2 has just vacuum energy. 

Preservation of âi, âd = bi, b! = 1 in both [ I r-1 
sides of the beam-splitter leads to lsl1I2 + 1sl2I2 = 1, 

2 Iszil + Is22I2 = 1 and s11s2, + sl&, = 0. 
Writing sij = !sij (ei4'j, the above conditions give 

I ~ i i I I ~ 2 1 1  = I ~ 1 2 1 1 ~ 2 2 1  and $11 - 412  = 4 2 1  - $22 k r .  

The I sij I can be identified with the photon transmis- 

sivity t and photon reflectivity r,  with ( t + ( r 1 2 =  1 

and t r*  + rt* = O. In this way, one obtains 

where t and r are scattering amplitude probabilities for 

the photon. 

A lossless "etalon" or cavity can be treated along 

the same ideas. In a symmetric configuration, see Fig. 

29, each interface is treated as the single beam-splitter 

and the medium introduces a phase shift 6, as the field 
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propagates from one side to the other in the cavit,y. The 

procedure developed above is applied to each surface 

(t,r) in I and 11, and the phase 5, connects operators 

from side I to side 1120, resulting in 

with I p 1' + 1 v 12= 1 and pv* + vp* = 0 .  

Figure 29. A simple symmetric cavity or etalon, with two 

inputs and two outputs. 

Transmission probabilities of passive, active cav- 

ities a n d  beam-splitters.  

For an incoming beam with a photon distribution 

probability function p(n) one could ask what is the 

probability distribution p(nt) of the beam after the 

splitting element. Consider an incoming beam de- 

scribed as a pure state ) $), in the number basis ) n) 

From the last section one can see that ât = vâ: + pâf , 
where â, and ât are annihilation operators for reflected 

and transmitted fields, respectively. A simple binomial 

expansion gives2l 

and, consequently, 

A 

20For example, c1 = bi ei6n,  etc. 

The probability amplitude to find n, reflected photons 

and mt trasmitted ones within the "incoming" state is 

(n,, mt I +) = 2 cn/xvnr k!n - k! pmi , (127) 
k=O 

so that 

where R =I v l 2  and T =I p 12, the reflectance and 

transmittance of the cavity. Summing up on a11 possi- 

ble values of n,  the probability to obtain mt transmitted 

photons is 

A Poissonian input p(n) = e-(n)(n)n/(n!) gives the 

ouptut p(mt) = e-(T(n))(~(n))mt/(mt!) ,  still a Pois- 

sonian output, with variance a2 = T(n). Similarly, 

a Bose-Einstein input p(n) = (n)n/( l  + (n))ntl gives 

the output p(mt) = (T(n))"t(l + T(n))mtt l ,  a Bose- 

Einstein output with variance a2 = (T(n)) [I + (T(n))]. 

In these cases, the basic statistics is not changed. 

However, for a non-classical field as a number 

state, with p(n) = S(n - no), the transmitted 

distribution is the Binomial distribution p(mt) = 
(no!/mt!(nO - mt)!) T n r ( l  - T)no-mt, with variance 

a2 = noT(l  - T). It is then seen that a so called pas- 

sive beam-splitter (T  and R are constants) randomizes 

the transmitted beam. This is very important when 

dealing with non-classical fields, because splitting opti- 

cal elements interferes dramatically with a propagating 

beam. 

One could question whether it is possible to have an 

active beam-splitter, with T and R variables, such that 

the transmitted beam could have a specified variance. 

This is the idea behind a dynamic cavity to produce 

sub-Poissonian fields described in Refs. [46,47]. 

211n this case, there is no need to order the operators because they comrnute: The photons are distinguishable, because they are in 
different sides of the cavity (or beam splitter). 
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In Reference [46] a Fabry-Perot cavity is "filled" 

with a highly nonlinear medium such as a semicon- 

ductor multiple quantum well and conjugated down- 

converted beams are incident on the system. One of the 

beams, resonant with the excitonic energy, creates exci- 

tons producing a variation of the refractive index of the 

medium. This index variation is felt by the conjugated 

beam and, through a judicious choice of the MQW size 

and beam average intensity, an automatically modula- 

tion of the transmissivity of the second beam is pro- 

duced. A final result is that tlie cavity could produce a 

sub-Poissonian beam at the output. This is a proposal 

to an all-optical-switch to generate non-classical fields. 

At this point, it is interesting to remember the Q 

parameter int,roduced by Mande1 to classify electromag- 

netic fields. For a single mode, this parameter can be 

written as 

,.A atataa)  { A E 2 )  - ( E )  - 
{â tâ )  (6) (130) 

through the barrier. These.apparent v > c velocities 

are quite probably due to wavepacket dispersion effects 

within the barrier: One is lead to the problem of how to 

assign group velocity values to distorted wavepaclets. 

VIII. Conclusions 

After this browsing over a few experiments uti- 

lizing PDC - exploring the second order nonlinearity 

X(2) in condensed matter - in crystals, particularly, a 

glimpse is obtained of the richness of this remarkable 

phenomenon. Recent studies have also explored the po- 

tentiality of organic and polymer materials as source for 

strong X(2) mate r i a~s [~~I .  

It is stressed that fundamental questions can be 

studied even with weak beams from the downconver- 

sion process, in a diversion of the usual non-linear up- 

conversion studies wh&e high intensities are involved. 

Of course, Quantum Mechanics is the appropriated 

realm to these studies with very low number of photons. 

Problems connected with longitudinal and transverse 
This paramet,er has value Q = O for Poissonian fields, 

coherence properties were shown, including fundamen- 
Q > 1 for a super-Poissonian field and Q < 1 for the 

tal ~uestions as the cause that imposes the coherence 
sub-Poissonian cases. 

constraints between the two crystals in the "induced co- 
It is straightforward to show that, in a beam- 

herence without stimulated emission" or, the need for a 
splitter, Mandel's parameter Q is If Qi full understanding of the concept of conjugated images 
is the parameter associated to the incident field and Qt 

(or "ghost" images) in the downconverted light field. 
and Q, are the parameters connected with the trans- 

Signal "teleportation"[ll] is also an adequate subject to 
mitted and reflected fields, respectively, then 

explore the non-locality properties of the twin-beams of 

In particular, if the optical switch described 

a b ~ v e [ ~ ~ ]  generates a sub-Poissonian field in tlie trans- 

mitted field, then the reflected beam would show a 

super-Poisssoriian statitistics, according to Eq. (131). 

A beam splitter (BS) has also been used to create 

two-photon states, utilizing the PDC by superposition 

of a degenerate signal and idler pair on a beam splitter. 

With a careful matching of the beam paths to the BS, 
one can show (see Ref. [I]) that the two-photon state 

is created due to  a quantum interference efTect that for- 

bides the appearance of single photons in either output 

side of the BS - two photons, instead, may appear in 

either side of the BS output. This special state has 

found interesting applications as, for example, to study 

wavepacket propagation through thin optical barriers. 

This study has revealed "superluminal" propagation[4g] 

the PDC. 

Practical applications usually follow basic advances 

in science. Currently, expensive U.V. and blue-violet 

lasers have been used to produce PDCL; one should 

expect that improvements in diode lasers can bring low 

cost accessible pump sources to the blue-violet range 

and that ideas now being explored in research labora- 

tories may turn out commercially exploitable. 

A very active research field involves the utilization 

of downconversion luminescence from crystals placed 

inside resonant optical cavities (Optical Parametric Os- 

cillators - OPO) . A broad interest then exists, from fun- 

damental s t ~ d i e s [ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ]  and applications ranging from 

spectroscopic studies with the squeezed fields produced 

by the OPO's or the need to obtain wide tunable 

light sources. OPO cavities, designed for specific wave- 

lengths produces oscillations in CW or pulsed regimes. 

Commercial OPO's are now starting to appear, due to 
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a izes a better nonlinear crystals. A growing market sin 1' 

way to go. 

In conclusion, it can be said that research on PDC 

reachs fundamental questions and shows promising a,p- 

plication potentialities. University research can cer- 
tainly profit from this fertile ground of researclz that 

also gives to graduate students these two perspectives 

- basic researcli and applied physics - so precious to a 

modern society. 
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